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UNIFORM TITCHMARSH DIVISOR PROBLEMS
EDGAR ASSING, VALENTIN BLOMER, AND JUNXIAN LI
Abstract. Asymptotic formulae for Titchmarsh-type divisor sums are obtained with strong error
terms that are uniform in the shift parameter. This applies to more general arithmetic functions
such as sums of two squares, improving the error term in the representation of the number as a
sum of a prime and two squares, and to Fourier coefficients of cusp forms, generalizing a result of
Pitt.
1. The Titchmarsh divisor problem
The original divisor problem of Titchmarsh [Ti] asks for the asymptotic evaluation of
(1.1)
ÿ
aăpďx
τpp ´ aq, xÑ8
for a (positive) integer a, where τ denotes the standard divisor function and p generally denotes
a prime. For the past 90 years this problem has been a touchstone for the available techniques of
analytic number theory. The obvious first step is to open the divisor function, which by Dirichlet’s
hyperbola method leads to the problem of counting primes in arithmetic progressions up to
?
x.
Assuming the generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH) for all Dirichlet L-functions, Titchmarsh
evaluated (1.1) as
(1.2) x
φpaq
a
ź
p∤a
´
1` 1
ppp´ 1q
¯
`Oa
´x log log x
log x
¯
.
Linnik [Li2] was the first to make this result unconditional using his dispersion method, but a much
simpler route became possible once the Bombieri-Vinogradov theorem was available, serving as a
substitute for GRH for “almost all” Dirichlet L-functions. Short proofs for the equality of (1.1) and
(1.2) along these lines can be found in [Ro, Ha].
The next layer of methodological depth came with the introduction of spectral methods of auto-
morphic forms into analytic number theory which allows us in certain situations to exhibit equidis-
tribution of primes in arithmetic progressions to moduli slightly beyond x1{2 via cancellation in sums
of Kloosterman sums. Using combinatorial identities that go back to Linnik, Vaughan and Heath-
Brown [Li2, Va, HB], one can decompose the characteristic function on the primes into divisor-like
functions. This leads to weighted divisor sums in arithmetic progressions and after further transfor-
mations (Poisson summation) to sums of Kloosterman sums. Building on the ground-breaking work
of Deshouillers-Iwaniec [DI], Fouvry [Fo] and Bombieri-Friedlander-Iwaniec [BFI1] independently
improved the error term in (1.2) (with a slightly more precise main term) to
(1.3) Oa,A
`
xplog xq´A˘
for an arbitrary number A ą 0. In a sense this is the best we can hope for. Drappeau [Dr] showed
that any better error term would immediately improve our knowledge on Siegel zeros. Assuming
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GRH, he obtained a power saving error term
(1.4) Oa
`
x1´δq
for some δ ą 0.
The Titchmarsh divisor problem is interesting and makes sense for many other arithmetic func-
tions replacing the classical divisor function τ . From the point of view of automorphic forms for the
group GLp2q, the most natural analogue of the divisor function are Hecke eigenvalues of cusp forms.
It came as a surprise when Pitt [P2] showed unconditionally
(1.5)
ÿ
pďx
λpp´ aq ! x1´δ
for a “ 1, some δ ą 0 and Hecke eigenvalues λpnq of a holomorphic cuspidal Hecke eigenform for
the group SLp2,Zq. Although obviously different in some respects, the proof shares some features
with the classical Titchmarsh divisor problem, in particular a rather similar appearance of sums of
Kloosterman sums.
The strong error terms in (1.3), (1.4), (1.5) come with a price. While the equality of (1.1) and
(1.2) can be shown in a large range of uniformity with respect to a (although to our knowledge
only the range a ! x1{2 seems to have appeared in print [Ro]), all known techniques based on the
Kuznetsov formula have a very restricted range for a. Drappeau obtains a ! xδ for some small,
unspecified δ ą 0. To our knowledge the record is due to Friedlander and Granville [FG] who obtain
the error term (1.3) uniformly in a ! x1{4´ε provided that a has at most Oplog log xq prime factors
(see also [Fi]). The uniformity restrictions are ultimately based on the same well-known restrictions
in the distribution of primes in arithmetic progressions to moduli beyond x1{2, cf. e.g. the discussion
in [Dr, p. 718] and [FG].
Also Pitt’s method for the cuspidal version (1.5) of the Titchmarsh divisor problem is seriously
restricted to small shifts a, as the discussion after [P2, (1.16)] shows. The reason is similar: in both
the classical and the cuspidal case an important role is played by certain bilinear forms in Fourier
coefficients of automorphic forms whose length and shape depends on the shift parameter a, and the
analysis breaks down as soon as a grows too quickly with x. The insufficient uniformity in a implies
in particular that the asymptotic evaluation of the equally natural dual sumÿ
păN
τpN ´ pq
with an error term of the quality (1.3) has been out of reach, and the same applies to its cuspidal
analogue.
The present paper closes this gap. We start with a completely uniform Titchmarsh divisor formula.
As usual, let Λ denote the von Mangoldt function and let γ be the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Let
cspaq “
ź
p|a
´
1´ 1
ps`1
¯ź
p∤a
´
1` 1pp´ 1qps`1
¯
.(1.6)
Theorem 1.1. Let σ P t˘1u, f P Zzt0u, maxp´f, 0q ď Y ă X such that X ` f — X. If σ “ ´1,
suppose that f ą X. Thenÿ
YănďX
Λpnqτpσn ` fq
“ c0pfq
´
pX ` σfq logpσX ` fq ´ pY ` σfq logpσY ` fq ` p2γ ´ 1qpX ´ Y q
¯
` 2c10pfqpX ´ Y q
`OApXplogXq´Aq
for any A ą 0. If we assume GRH, then the error term can be improved to OpX1´δq for some δ ą 0.
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This includes the original Titchmarsh divisor problem with long positive or negative shifts (σ “ 1)
as well as the dual problem (σ “ ´1). The same analysis can be applied successfully for other
arithmetic functions in place of the divisor function, in particular convolutions χ1˚χ2 of two Dirichlet
characters, see Theorem 2.2 below. As an application, we consider the classical problem of writing
an integer n as a sum of a prime and two squares. Hooley [Ho] famously solved this under GRH,
and Linnik [Li1] used his dispersion method to obtain the first unconditional proof. Again a simpler
proof can be obtained by the Bombieri-Vinogradov theorem, cf. e.g. [EH]. In all cases, the error
term saves only a small fractional power of logn, which has not been improved since the 1960s. The
following result goes much further. Let χ´4 denote the non-principal Dirichlet character modulo 4.
Theorem 1.2. The number of representations of an integer n in the form
n “ p` x2 ` y2
in primes p and non-zero integers x, y is
pi Lipnq
ź
p
´
1` χ´4ppq
ppp´ 1q
¯ź
p|n
pp´ 1q2
p2 ´ p` χ´4ppq `OA
`
nplog nq´A˘
for any A ą 0, where Lipnq “ şn
2
dt{ log t is the logarithmic integral.
We finally treat the automorphic analogue of Titchmarsh’s divisor problem with complete unifor-
mity in the shift parameter, including the dual problem. We fix a (holomorphic or Maaß) cuspidal
newform φ for Γ0pNq with Hecke eigenvalues λpnq.
Theorem 1.3. There exists δ ą 0 with the following property. Let σ P t˘1u, f P Zzt0u, maxp´f, 0q ď
Y ă X, such that X ` f — X. If σ “ ´1, suppose that f ą X. Thenÿ
YănďX
Λpnqλpσn ` fq !φ X1´δ
where the dependence on the conductor of φ is polynomial.
A smooth version is derived in Proposition 9.1 below, from which Theorem 1.3 follows easily.
2. The methods and additional results
While the statement of the Titchmarsh divisor problem and its variations are essentially elemen-
tary, the proofs use the full force of available machinery. This includes in particular bounds for
multi-dimensional exponential sums based on the Riemann hypothesis for varieties (not only curves)
over finite fields, the spectral theory of automorphic forms, a subtle analysis of test functions in the
Kuznetsov formula and representation theoretic methods for local considerations of Fourier coeffi-
cients. In this section we state some auxiliary results of independent interest.
We introduce two fairly common pieces of notation. We write a | b8 to mean that a has only
prime divisors of b and we denote by θ ď 7{64 an admissible exponent for the Ramanujan-Petersson
conjecture.
2.1. Primes in arithmetic progressions. The classical Titchmarsh divisor problem is based on
equidistribution of primes in arithmetic progressions. The following result of independent interest
implies Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 by a relatively straightforward procedure.
Theorem 2.1. There exists a some positive constant δ with the following property. Let x ě 2,
C ą 0, c, d P N, d | c8, c0, d0 P Z, pd0, dq “ pc0, cq “ 1, a1, a2 P Zzt0u such that
Q ď x1{2`δ , a1 ď x1`δ, a2 ď xδ, c, d ď plog xqC
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we have ÿ
qďQ
pq,a1a2q“1
q”c0 pmod cq
´ ÿ
nďx
n”a1a2 pmod qq
n”d0pmod dq
Λpnq ´ 1
φpqdq
ÿ
nďx
pn,qdq“1
Λpnq
¯
!C,A xplog xq´A.
If we assume GRH, then there exists δ1 ą 0 such that in the longer range c, d ď xδ1 we can bound
the left hand side by x1´δ
1
.
This should be compared, for instance, with [BFI1, Theorem 9], [FG, Theorem 1], [Dr, Theorem
6.2]. The key point here is that Q can be chosen a little larger than x1{2 and in particular that
a1 can be chosen as big as x (and even a little bigger!). It is also useful to observe the additional
congruence conditions on q and n which allow us to replace the divisor function in the Titchmarsh
problem by sums of two squares and more general convolution functions, as the following result
shows.
Theorem 2.2. LetX,Y, f, σ be as in Theorem 1.1. Let A,C ą 0 and let χ1 pmod c1q and χ2 pmod c2q
be two primitive Dirichlet characters, where c1 “ 1 or c2 “ 1 is allowed. If χ1 ­“ χ2 then we have
for c1, c2 ď plogXqC thatÿ
YănďX
Λpnqpχ1 ˚ χ2qpσn ` fq
“
´Lp1, χ1χ2qcpχ1χ2, fqµpc2q
φpc2q `
Lp1, χ1χ2qcpχ1χ2, fqµpc1q
φpc1q
¯
pX ´ Y q `OA,CpXplogXq´Aq
with
cpχ, fq “
ź
p∤f
´
1` χppq
ppp´ 1q
¯ź
p|f
´
1´ χppq
p
¯
.(2.1)
If we assume GRH, then the error term can be replaced by OpX1´δ1q for some δ1 ą 0 in the larger
range ci ď Xδ1 .
As mentioned in the introduction, Theorem 2.1 can be obtained by combinatorial identities and
suitable bounds for sums of Kloosterman sums, which is the topic of the following subsection.
2.2. Sums of Kloosterman sums. The key input for the proof of Theorem 2.1 is the following
result.
Theorem 2.3. Let C,D,N,R, S ě 1, a, q, c0, d0 P N with pc0d0, qq “ 1. Let bn,r,s be a sequence
supported inside p0, N sˆpR, 2RsˆpS, 2SsXN3. Let g : R5ą0 Ñ C be a smooth function with compact
support in pC, 2Cs ˆ pD, 2Ds ˆ R3ą0 such that
Bν1`...`ν5
Bcν1Bdν2Bnν3Brν4Bsν5 gpc, d, n, r, sq !ν pc
´ν1d´ν2n´ν3r´ν4s´ν5q1´ε0
for all ν P N50 and some small fixed ε0 ą 0. Thenÿ
c,d,n,r,s
c”c0,d”d0 pmod qq
pqrd,scq“1
bn,r,sgpc, d, n, r, sqe
´
an
rd
sc
¯
!ε,ε0 paqCDNRSqε`Opε0qq3{2Kpa, C,D,N,R, Sq
where
Kpa, C,D,N,R, Sq2 “a2θq2
ÿ
n2|a8
n2ď2N
pn2q2θ
´
CS
´
RS ` N
n2
¯
pC `RDq ` aSNR
¯
}b˜pn2q}22
` q`C2DSaRpRS `Nq `D2NR˘}b}22.
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with
b˜n,r,spn2q “ bnn2,r,s.
Bounds of this kind have a long history starting with the ground-breaking work of Deshouillers-
Iwaniec [DI, Theorem 12]. For a “ 1, Theorem 2.3 recovers [Dr, Theorem 2.1] except from unim-
portant powers of q and a similarly unimportant inaccuracy in the last term D2NR}b}2 where in
[Dr, Theorem 2.1] no factor 1{S should occur (cf. [BFI3]). Note that the sequence b˜pn2q has typi-
cally fewer terms than b. In many practical cases, the factor }b˜pn2q}22 should decrease with n2 and
therefore amortize the n2-sum. The novelty of Theorem 2.3 is the additional parameter a which is
not restricted in any way. This offers a lot of extra flexibility in applications.
An experienced reader can guess the strategy of the proof from the shape of the bound. The
Kuznetsov formula translates the quintilinear form in Kloosterman fractions into a spectral expres-
sion involving sums ÿ
Nănď2N
an
?
anρf,apanq
for a general sequence an, a cusp form f with Fourier coefficients ρf and a cusp a which will
ultimately be a “ 1{s. In order to apply the spectral large sieve [DI] in an efficient way, one
would like to “factor out” a from ρf,apanq which eventually leads to the extra factor a2θ in the
bound for Kpa, C,D,N,R, Sq2. The first observation is that this sacrifice of a factor a2θ with any
value of θ ă 1{8 still suffices for the application to the Titchmarsh divisor problem. We highlight
that this is one of the rare applications where a particularly strong approximation towards the
Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture is needed. The second observation is that the desired factorization
is, however, not easily possible, among other things because Fourier coefficients at arbitrary cusps
are not necessarily multiplicative, certainly not completely multiplicative, and even if they are for
newforms, one also has to take care of oldforms in the spectrum. The key input here is Lemma 3.1
below.
For the proof of Theorem 1.3 we need a different configuration of Kloosterman sums. The following
is a generalization of [P2, Theorem 1.6].
Theorem 2.4. Let s, r, n P N with pr, sq “ 1. Let M,C,Z ě 1. Let F be a function with support
in rM, 2M s ˆ rC, 2Cs satisfying F pν1,ν2q !ν1,ν2 Zν1`ν2M´ν1C´ν2 for all ν1, ν2 P N0. Write X “
pMn{ps2rC2qq1{2 and suppose that X ! Z. Let αm be any sequence of complex numbers. Thenÿ
pc,rq“1
1
c
ÿ
m
αmF pm, cqSpmr¯,˘n, scq
! }α}Z
´
ZpsMq1{2 ` Z2s?r ` pMpn, rsqq
1{4pZsCq1{2
r1{4
` Z
3{2pn, rsq1{4C1{2r1{4s
M1{4
¯
pCMZnrsqε.
The key point is that unlike [P2, Theorem 1.6] we do not require the assumption n ď rs. The
proof leads to similar sums of Fourier coefficients, but here we cannot afford to lose a factor of size
nθ, even for θ as small as 7{64. Instead, we apply the Kuznetsov formula backwards with a different
choice of test function. The arising Kloosterman sums can then be bounded successfully by Weil’s
bound. Interestingly, this strategy would not succeed for the application to the classical Titchmarsh
divisor problem in Theorem 1.1.
2.3. Automorphic shifted convolution problems. An important role in the proof of Theorem
1.3 is played by correlations of various additively shifted arithmetic functions. The application of
Vaughan/Heath-Brown identities reduces the characteristic function of primes to generalized divisor
functions. Pitt’s proof of (1.5) is based on a power saving in type III sums.
Let φ be a (holomorphic or Maaß) cuspidal newform for Γ0pNq with Hecke eigenvalues λpnq. If
φ is holomorphic we write k for the weight and if it is a Maaß form we write t P R Y r0, 7i{64s for
the spectral parameter. For uniform notation we write µ “ k or 1` |t| depending on the case.
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The following is a generalization of [P1, Theorem 2] which is a smooth version of a shifted
convolution sum of Hecke eigenvalues λpnq with the ternary divisor function τ3. As before, this
result is completely uniform in all considered parameters. The smoothing can easily be removed if
desired.
Theorem 2.5. Let r, f P Zzt0u, Z,X1, X2, X3 ě 1{100. Suppose that at least one of r, f is positive.
Let G be a function with support on
ŚrXj , 2Xjs and Gpν1,ν2,ν3q !ν Zν1`ν2`ν3X´ν11 X´ν22 X´ν33 for
all ν P N30. Write X “ |r|X1X2X3 and suppose that Gpk, l,mq vanishes unless rklm` f is in some
dyadic interval rΞ, 2Ξs with X{Z ! Ξ ! X ` |f |. Thenÿ
k,l,m
Gpk, l,mqλprklm` fq ! pµZ|f |NXqεZ3N5{2µ7{2p1` |f |{Xq25{24pX ` |f |q23{24.
We turn to the shifted convolution problem of two Hecke eigenvalues and consider a situation
similar to [P2, Theorem 1.4]. In the special case f “ 1, this matches exactly [P2, Theorem 1.4] with
explicit polynomial dependence on µ, Z,N , but unlike [P2, Theorem 1.4] we allow shifts as long as X
(and even a little longer). Therefore the proof will turn out to be quite different in several aspects.
Theorem 2.6. Let M ě 1 and let m1,m2 P Zzt0u be distinct, squarefree and of the same sign
satisfying M ď |m1|, |m2| ď 2M . Let f P Zzt0u and suppose that m1,m2, f are not all negative. Let
d “ pm1,m2q, m1 “ dm3, m2 “ dm4 and D “ pm1 ´m2, d8q. Let X,Z ě 1 and g be a function
with support in rX, 2Xs and gpνq !ν pX{Zq´ν for all ν P N0. Suppose that gpnq vanishes unless
m1n` f,m2n` f are in some dyadic interval rΞ, 2Ξs with MX{Z ! Ξ !MX ` |f |. Thenÿ
n
λpm1n` fqλpm2n` fqgpnq ! p|f |XMZNµqεµ23{2
´
µ` Z
´
1` |f |
MX
¯¯8
N5{2
´ pMX ` |f |q1{2M1{2D
d1{2
` pMX ` |f |q
3{4D1{4pf,Dm3m4q1{4
M1{4
¯
.
The technology developed in this paper has applications to other arithmetic problems. Drappeau
[Dr, Theorem 1.5] obtained an asymptotic formula with a power saving error term for the shifted
convolution problem ÿ
nďx
τkpnqτpn ` hq
for h “ 1 and remarks that shifts of length h ! xδ for some δ ą 0 are also possible. Topacogullari
[To, Theorem 1.1] obtains an explicit result for h ! x15{19, and it is easy to see from [To, (2.2) - (2.4)]
that his result can be upgraded to h ! x1´ε. The methods of this paper, in particular Proposition
4.1 (which is a consequence of Theorem 2.3), imply a result where h can be as large as x and even
a little bigger. The details will appear elsewhere.
Roadmap for the rest of the paper: In Section 3 we prove Theorem 2.3. In Section 4 we
deduce Theorem 2.1 from Theorem 2.3. In order to avoid undue redundancy, we assume some
familiarity with the paper of Drappeau [Dr] in these two sections. It is in principle simple to obtain
Theorems 1.1, 2.2 and 1.2 from Theorem 2.1, but the deduction of the respective main terms is
technically a bit challenging. The relevant computations are the content of Section 5. Next we
prepare the scene for the proof of Theorem 1.3, where we assume some familiarity with the papers
of Pitt [P1, P2]. In Section 6 we prove Theorem 2.4. This is followed by a number of preparatory
lemmas in Section 7 that we need in order to prove Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 as well as some consequences
in Section 8. At this point we have all ingredients available to complete the proof of Theorem 1.3
in Section 9.
3. Proof of Theorem 2.3
3.1. A reduction step. We start with the following argument which allows us to assume that bn,r,s
vanishes unless pa, rsq “ 1. Indeed, writing b1 “ pa, rq, b2 “ pa, sq, a “ b1b2b3, r “ r1b1, s “ s1b2,
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the sum in question equalsÿ
b1b2b3“a
pb2,qb1q“1
ÿ
c,d,n,r1,s1
c”c0,d”d0 pmod qq
pqr1d,s1cq“1
pr1,b2b3q“ps1,b1b3q“1
pc,b1q“pd,b2q“1
bn,r1b1,s1b2gpc, d, n, r1b1, s1b2qe
´
b3n
r1d
s1c
¯
“
ÿ
b1b2b3“a
pb2,qb1q“1
ÿ
f1|b1
f2|b2
pf1f2,qq“1
µpf1qµpf2q
ÿ
c,d,n,r1,s1
c”f¯1c0,d”f¯2d0 pmod qq
pqr1f2d,s1f1cq“1
pr1,b2b3q“ps1,b1b3q“1
bn,r1b1,s1b2gpcf1, df2, n, r1b1, s1b2qe
´
b3n
r1f2d
s1f1c
¯
.
We have
e
´
b3n
r1f2d
s1f1c
¯
“ e
˜
b3
pb3, f1f2qn
r1 f2pf2,b3qd
s1 f1pf1,b3qc
¸
.
Now the result for general sequences bn,r,s follows from the special result for sequences with pa, rsq “
1 with ´C
f1
,
D
f2
,
Rf2
pf2, b3qb1 ,
Sf1
pf1, b3qb2 ,
b3
pb3, f1f2q
¯
in place of pC,D,R, S, aq and the sequence
b1n,r,s “
#
bn,r1b1,s1b2 , r “ r1 f2pf2,b3q , s “ s1
f1
pf1,b3q , pr1, b2b3q “ ps1, b1b3q “ 1,
0, else,
where we have ´
rs,
b3
pb3, f1f2q
¯
“
´ r1s1f1f2
pf1f2, b3q ,
b3
pb3, f1f2q
¯
“ 1
on the support of b1n,r,s.
3.2. Spectral inequalities. From now on we assume that bn,r,s “ 0 unless prs, aq “ 1. We write
(3.1) Q “ qrs “ Q1Q2, ps, rqq “ 1, Q1 “ pQ, prsq8q, pQ2, rsq “ 1.
In particular, pa,Q1q “ 1. We follow the proof of Drappeau [Dr, Theorem 2.1], which after Poisson
summation in d reduces the problem to bounding sums over Kloosterman sums (in arithmetic pro-
gressions). We use the same notation and normalization as Drappeau and define corresponding to
[Dr, (4.23) – (4.25)] the three spectral quantities
HapT,Q, χ,N, panq, aq “
ÿ
κăkďT
k”κ pmod 2q
Γpkq
ÿ
fPBkpQ,χq
ˇˇˇ ÿ
Nănď2N
an
?
anρf,apanq
ˇˇˇ2
,
MapT,Q, χ,N, panq, aq “
ÿ
fPBpQ,χq
|tf |ďT
p1` |tf |q˘κ
coshppitf q
ˇˇˇ ÿ
Nănď2N
an
?
anρf,ap˘anq
ˇˇˇ2
,
EapT,Q, χ,N, panq, aq “
ÿ
c singular
ż T
´T
p1` |tf |q˘κ
coshppitf q
ˇˇˇ ÿ
Nănď2N
an
?
anρc,ap˘an, tq
ˇˇˇ2
(3.2)
for a singular cusp a, T,N ě 1, a, q P N, χ a Dirichlet character modulo q0 | q and parity κ, an a
sequence of complex numbers, and c runs over singular cusps for Γ0pQq with respect to χ. We only
need the two cases a P t8, 1{su, and we will have a “ 1 if a “ 8. The complicated part is to treat
the case a “ 1{s for general a.
The basic idea is now to assume, as we may, that Bkpq, χq,Bpq, χq are Hecke eigenbases and
to factor out a from ρf,1{spanq, and similarly for Eisenstein series. This comes with considerable
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difficulties. First of all, even for a newform f the Fourier coefficients at the cusp 1{s are not
multiplicative in a strict sense. Secondly, the orthonormal bases also contain oldforms, and common
factors of a with the level of f cause problems.
We start with a detailed discussion of Maaß forms, the case of holomorphic forms and Eisenstein
series is slightly easier and requires only minor notational modifications. We denote by B˚pQ1, Q, χq
an orthonormal basis of newforms of level Q1 with q0 | Q1 | Q normalized with respect to Γ0pQq.
For any Maaß form f and d P N we write fdpzq “ fpdzq. Note that this map is an isometry, i.e.
}fd} “ }f}, if both inner products are taken with respect to the same group. For f P B˚pQ1, Q, χq
we choose an orthonormal basis tf pgq : g | Q{Q1u in the space xtfd : d | Q{Q1uy as in [BM, Section
5]. Then we have
(3.3) f pgq “
ÿ
d|g
ξgpdqfd, ξgpdq ! pg{dqθ´1{2`ε ! 1.
Using this particular basis and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we can re-writeM1{spT,Q, χ,N, panq, aq
as followsÿ
q0|Q1|Q
ÿ
g| Q
Q1
ÿ
fPB˚pQ1,Q,χq
|tf |ďT
p1` |tf |q˘κ
coshppitf q
ˇˇˇ ÿ
Nănď2N
an
ÿ
d|g
ξgpdq
?
anρfd,1{sp˘anq
ˇˇˇ2
ď
ÿ
q0|Q1|Q
ÿ
g| Q
Q1
ÿ
fPB˚pQ1,Q,χq
|tf |ďT
p1` |tf |q˘κ
coshppitf q
ÿ
d|g
|ξgpdq|2
ÿ
d|g
ˇˇˇ ÿ
Nănď2N
an
?
anρfd,1{sp˘anq
ˇˇˇ2
! Qε
ÿ
q0|Q1|Q
ÿ
d| Q
Q1
ÿ
fPB˚pQ1,Q,χq
|tf |ďT
p1` |tf |q˘κ
coshppitf q
ˇˇˇ ÿ
n2|a8
ÿ
N{n2ăn1ď2N{n2
pn1,aq“1
an1n2
?
an1n2ρfd,1{sp˘an1n2q
ˇˇˇ2
.
(3.4)
To proceed further, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let f P B˚pQ1, Q, χq, d | Q{Q1, pQ{s, sq “ 1. Let pn,mq “ 1 and define
K “
´ ps, dqQ{s
pdQ1, Q{sq , n
8
¯
.
Then ?
nmρfd,1{sp˘nmq “ δK|nλ
´ n
K
¯
e
´
˘ pnm´Kmq s
Q{s
¯?
Kmρfd,1{sp˘Kmq
where λ is Hecke eigenvalue of a certain cusp form depending on f , s, d and Q.
Remarks: An explicit formula for λ is given in the proof. Somewhat less general results in this
direction can be found in [GHL].
Proof. We start by setting up some notation. Write M “ Q{s and decompose d “ d1d2
with d1 “ pd, sq and d2 “ d{d1. By assumption we have pM, sq “ pd1, d2q “ 1. We also define
P1 “ pd2Q1, s{d1q and P2 “ d2Q1{P1. We claim that pP1, P2q “ 1. Indeed, take p | P1 then p | s
and the p-adic valuation of s is given by vppsq “ vppQq. Since d | Q{Q1 and pd1, d2q “ 1, we have
vppd2Q1q ď vpps{d1q. In particular, vppP1q “ vppd2Q1q and p ∤ P2 as claimed. Next, we claim that
d2 | P2. Instead of showing this directly we compute pd2, P1q “ 1, which amounts to the same. To
do so take p | d2. We observe that vppP1q “ minpvppd2Q1q, vpps{d1qq “ 0. The last equality follows
since by construction pd2, sq “ 1. Finally we observe that pd1, P2q “ 1 since P2 “ pd2Q1, Q{sq and
ps,Q{sq “ 1. For later reference we summarize:
(3.5) d2 | P2 | d2Q1 and
´
P2,
d2Q1
P2
¯
“ pd1, P2q “ 1.
Finally, we set L “ ps, dqM{pdQ1,Mq. It is easy to check that L “ d1M{P2.
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Since χ has conductor q0 | Q1, we can view χ as a character modulo d2Q1 or Q1 when convenient.
Furthermore, there are Dirichlet characters χ1 with conductor pP1, q0q and χ2 with conductor pP2, q0q
such that χ “ χ1χ2.
Pick α, β P Z such that
P2β ´ s
d1
α “ 1.
This is possible because P2 was constructed such that pP2, s{d1q “ 1. With this at hand, we
decompose
1?
d1M
ˆ
d1M 0
Q 1
˙
“ 1?
d1M
ˆ
1 α
s
d1
P2β
˙ˆ
d1M ´α
0 1
˙
.
Let
σa :“ 1?
M
ˆ
M 0
Q 1
˙
be the scaling matrix for the cusp a “ 1{s as in [Dr, (4.1)]. Using the decomposition above we find
fdpσazq “ fd2
ˆˆ
1 α
s
d1
P2β
˙
.rd1Mz ´ αs
˙
.
As in [KMV, Lemma A.3], we can writeˆ
1 α
s
d1
P2β
˙
“ γWP2
ˆ
P´12 0
0 1
˙
for γ P Γ0pd2Q1q and a matrix
WP2 “
ˆ
xP2 y
zd2Q1 wP2
˙
with P2xw ´ P1yz “ 1, y ” 1 mod P2, x ” 1 mod P1,
representing the P2-Atkin-Lehner operator. Unfolding this matrix decomposition and considering it
modulo P1 and P2 reveals χpγq “ χ2p´s{d1q. We arrive at
fdpσazq “ χ2p´sqχ2pd1qfd2
ˆ
WP2 .
„
d1M
P2
z ´ α
P2
˙
“ χ2p´sqχ2pd1qχ1pd2qf
ˆ
WP2{d2 .
„
Lz ´ α
P2
˙
.
In the last step we used [AL, Proposition 1.5] (which of course remains true for Maaß forms). Note
that the required conditions are satisfied by (3.5).
According to [KMV, Proposition A.1] (see also [AL]), there is an arithmetically normalized new-
form g of level Q1, nebentypus χ1χ2 and the same spectral data such that
fpWP2{d2zq “ ρf,8p1qηf pP2{d2qgpzq,
where ηf pP2{d2q is the Atkin-Lehner pseudo-eigenvalue of f . Note that g is uniquely determined by
f and P2{d2. We conclude that
(3.6) fdpσazq “ Cf,s,dg
ˆ
Lz ´ α
P2
˙
for Cf,s,d “ χ2p´sqχ2pd1qχ1pd2qρf,8p1qηf pP2{d2q. The Fourier coefficients ρg,8pnq are multiplica-
tive and directly relate to the Hecke eigenvalues of g, which in turn can be explicitly described in
terms of the Hecke eigenvalues of f . In particular, ρg,8 can be estimated using any available bound
towards the Ramanujan conjecture for Maaß forms.
Expanding both sides of (3.6) in the corresponding Fourier expansions and comparing coefficients
yields the identity
ρfd,1{spnq “ δL|nCf,s,de
ˆ
´n α
LP2
˙
ρg,8
´n
L
¯
.
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The stated formula, with λpnq “ ?nρg,8pnq, follows immediately from this equation after observing
that
e
´
´ n
L
¨ α
P2
¯
“ e
´
n
s{d1
d1M
¯
“ e
ˆ
n
s
M
˙
for L | n. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We recall the notation and assumptions (3.1) as well as the condition pa, rsq “ 1. We apply the
lemma with pn,mq Ð pan2, n1q, so that
K “ Kd “
´ Q2
pdQ1, Q2q , a
8
¯
| Q2
with the above notation. We conclude
?
an1n2ρfd,1{sp˘an1n2q “ Λe
´
˘ n
1pan2 ´Kqs
rq
¯?
Kn1ρfd,1{sp˘Kn1q
where Λ ! pan2qθ`ε is independent of n1. We write
a˚n1n2 “ δpn1,aq“1an1n2e
´
˘ n
1pan2 ´Kqs
rq
¯
.
In this way the right hand side of (3.4) is bounded by
paNQqε
ÿ
q0|Q1|Q
ÿ
d| Q
Q1
ÿ
fPB˚pQ1,Q,χq
|tf |ďT
p1` |tf |q˘κ
coshppitf q a
2θ
ˆ
ÿ
n2|a8
pn2q2θ
ˇˇˇ ÿ
N{n2ăn1ď2N{n2
a˚n1n2
a
Kdn1ρfd,1{sp˘Kdn1q
ˇˇˇ2
.
As fd is L
2-normalized, we can complete it to an orthonormal basis of xtfr : r | Q{Q1uy, restoring a
full basis BpQ,χq. By positivity we can bound the previous display by
! paNQqεa2θ
ÿ
n2|a8
pn2q2θ
ÿ
K|Q2
ÿ
fPBpQ,χq
|tf |ďT
p1` |tf |q˘κ
coshppitf q
ˇˇˇ ÿ
N{n2ănď2N{n2
a˚n1n2
?
Kn1ρf,1{sp˘Kn1q
ˇˇˇ2
.
We summarize the discussion in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let Q be as in (3.1), pa, rsq “ 1. Then
M1{spT,Q, χ,N, panq, aq ! paNQqεa2θ
ÿ
n2|a8
n2ď2N
ÿ
K|Q2
pn2q2θM1{spT,Q, χ,KN{n2, pa˚nq, 1q
where
(3.7) a˚n “ δpn,aq“1δK|nann2{Ke
´
˘ npan
2 ´Kqs
Krq
¯
.
which depends on a, n2,K, rq, s. The same inequalities hold for H1{s and E1{s in place of M1{s
except that the factors a2θ and pn2q2θ can be removed.
Proof. The case of H1{s is completely analogous. Indeed all the arguments carry through after
replacing fpg.zq by detpgqk{2jpg, zq´kfpgzq wherever necessary. In particular, as mentioned in [BM]
just below Lemma 2, if we define fdpzq “ dk{2fpdzq, then (3.3) remains valid and }fd} “ }f} with
respect to the Petersson norm. Here we can even take θ “ 0, since the Ramanujan conjecture is a
theorem due to Deligne.
We now turn towards E1{s. Here the key difficulty is to choose a basis for the continuous spectrum
such that Lemma 3.1 remains true for the Fourier coefficients of the Eisenstein series. All the
necessary ingredients are provided in [Y].
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Given two Dirichlet characters χ1 and χ2, we associate the Eisenstein series Eχ1,χ2pz, sq as in [Y,
(3.3)]. These Eisenstein series are eigenfunctions of all Hecke operators (see [Y, (4.14)]) and their
Fourier expansion has been computed in [Y, Proposition 4.1]. Let q1 be the conductor of χ1 and q2
the conductor of χ2. The space of Eisenstein series of level Q and nebentypus χ is spanned by
tEχ1,χ2pdz, sq : χ1χ´12 “ χ, q1q2d | Qu.
As discussed in [Y, Section 8.5] one can extract an orthogonal basis as above. To be more precise,
an orthogonal basis for the space of Eisenstein series of level Q and nebentypus χ is given byğ
Q1|Q
ğ
χi mod qi primitive,
q1q2“Q1,
χ1χ
´1
2
“χ
"
Epgqχ1,χ2pz, sq : g |
Q
Q1
*
.
Furthermore (3.3) holds with θ “ |ℜpsq´1{2|. This enables us to reproduce the argument above line
by line as long as Lemma 3.1 remains true. Looking into the proof shows that it only relies on ele-
mentary matrix manipulations and the fact that newforms are Atkin-Lehner pseudo-eigenfunctions.
Fortunately the latter is also true for the Eisenstein series Eχ1,χ2pz, sq, as shown in [Y, Section 9.1].
We conclude that the continuous contribution can be handled exactly as the Maaß form contribution
detailed above.
We conclude by [Dr, Proposition 4.7] that for a “ 1{s each of the three spectral quantities (3.2)
is
(3.8) ! pQNaqεa2θ
ÿ
n2|a8
n2ď2N
ÿ
K|Q2
pn2q2θ
´
T 2 ` q1{20
1
Q
KN
n2
¯
}a˚}22.
If a “ 1 (which will be the case in our application for the term corresponding to the cusp 8), we
can simply use the standard large sieve inequality as stated in [Dr, Proposition 4.7].
To treat the exceptional spectrum we define
Eq,apY, panq, N, aq “
ÿ
fPBpq,χq
tfPiR
Y 2|tf |
ˇˇˇ ÿ
Nănď2N
an
?
anρf,apanq
ˇˇˇ2
for Y ě 1. By the same argument as in Lemma 3.2 we have
Eq,1{spY, panq, N, aq ! pQNaqεa2θ
ÿ
n2|a8
n2ď2N
ÿ
K|Q2
pn2q2θEq,1{spY, pa˚nq,KN{n2, 1q
with a˚n as in (3.7). By [Dr, Lemma 4.8] we conclude
Eq,1{spY, panq, N, aq
! pQNaqεa2θ
ÿ
n2|a8
n2ď2N
ÿ
K|Q2
pn2q2θ
´
1`
´ 1
Q
KN
n2
Y
¯1{2¯´
1`
´q0
Q
KN
n2
¯1{2¯
}a˚}22.(3.9)
We will use [Dr, Lemma 4.10] without any modifications for the cusp 8.
3.3. Bounds for sums of generalized Kloosterman sums. The scene has now been prepared
to complete the proof of Theorem 2.3. We start with the following modification of [Dr, Proposition
4.12].
Lemma 3.3. Let M,N,R, S ě 1, X ą 0, a, q P N, χ a Dirichlet character modulo q, Φ a smooth
function supported on rX, 2Xs such that }Φpjq}8 !j X´j, let pamq, pbn,r,sq be sequences of complex
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numbers supported on M ă m ď 2M , N ă n ď 2N , R ă r ď 2R, S ă s ď 2S. Assume that am is
the characteristic function of an interval and bn,r,s vanishes unless prs, aq “ 1. Thenÿ
m,n,r,s
ps,rqq“1
ambn,r,s
ÿ
cPCp8,1{sq
1
c
Φ
´4pi?amn
c
¯
S8,1{spm,˘an, cq ! paqpX `X´1qRSMNqε
`
L1 ` L2
˘
where
L21 “ a2θ
ÿ
n2|a8
n2ď2N
ÿ
K|Q2
pn2q2θ
´
1`X `
c
N 1
RS
¯2´
1`X `
c
M
RS
¯2
RS
M
1`X2 }b˜pn
2q}22
L22 ! a2θ
ÿ
n2|a8
n2ď2N
ÿ
K|Q2
pn2q2θ
´
1`
c
N 1
RS
¯2´pN 1Mq1{4p1`X´1{2q
pN 1 `RSq1{4
¯2 M
1`X2 }b˜pn
2q}22
with
(3.10) N 1 “ KN
n2
, and b˜n,r,spn2q “ bnn2,r,s,
and the Kloosterman sums is defined with respect to the group Γ0pqrsq as in [Dr, Section 4].
Proof. The bound L1 for the regular spectrum follows without difficulty from the large sieve
inequality, both in its standard version [Dr, Proposition 4.7] and in our modified version (3.8). The
bound for L2 follows as in [Dr], based on [DI, Section 9.1]. As the argument are not completely
straightforward and [DI] contains several typos, we present some details. By the Kuznetsov formula
and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we need to bound p1`Xq´1pM1M2q1{2 where
M1 “
ÿ
ps,rqq“1
ÿ
fPBpqrs,χq
tfPiR
´1`X´2
1`X0
¯2|tf | ˇˇˇÿ
m
amm
1{2ρf,8pmq
ˇˇˇ2
,
M2 “
ÿ
ps,rqq“1
ÿ
fPBpqrs,χq
tfPiR
p1`X0q2|tf |
ˇˇˇÿ
n
bn,r,sn
1{2ρf,1{spanq
ˇˇˇ2
.
and X0 ą 0 is a free parameter at our disposal. We choose X0 “ qRS{N 1. By (3.9) we obtain
M2 ! pQNaqεa2θ
ÿ
n2|a8
n2ď2N
ÿ
K|Q2
pn2q2θ
´
1` N
1
RS
¯
}b˚pn2,Kq}22
where
b˚n,r,spn2,Kq “ δpn,aq“1δK|nbnn2{K,r,se
´
˘ npan
2 ´Kqs
Krq
¯
,
so that }b˚pn2,Kq}2 ď }b˜pn2q}2. We treat M1 by [Dr, Lemma 4.10] getting
M1 ! pqRSMqε
´
RS `M `M1{2
´
1` 1`X
´2
1` qRS{N 1
¯1{2¯
M.
We can drop the first two terms in the parentheses as their contribution is already covered by L1,
and the result follows.
This leads to the following version of [Dr, Proposition 4.13] whose proof carries over verbatim.
Lemma 3.4. Let M,N,R, S, C ě 1, a, q P N, χ a Dirichlet character modulo q, g a smooth function
supported on rC, 2Cs ˆ rM, 2M s ˆ R3ą0 such that
Bν0`...`ν4
Bcν0Bmν1Bnν2Brν3Bsν4 gpc,m, n, r, sq !ν C
´ν0M´ν1N´ν2R´ν3S´ν4
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for ν P N50. Let pbn,r,sq be sequences of complex numbers supported on N ă n ď 2N , R ă r ď 2R,
S ă s ď 2S. Assume that bn,r,s vanishes unless prs, aq “ 1. Let t P r0, 1s. Thenÿ
c,m,n,r,s
psc,rqq“1
bn,r,sχ¯pcqgpc,m, n, r, sqepmtqSpanr¯,¯mq¯, scq ! pCRSMNqaqεq3{2pK1 `K2q
?
M
where
K21 “ a2θ
ÿ
n2|a8
n2ď2N
ÿ
K|Q2
pn2q2θRS pC
2S2R` aMN ` C2SN 1qpC2S2R` aMN ` C2SMq
C2S2R ` aMN }b˜pn
2q}22,
K22 “ a2θ
ÿ
n2|a8
n2ď2N
ÿ
K|Q2
pn2q2θC3S2
a
RpRS `N 1q
´ K
an2
¯1{2
}b˜pn2q}22
and N 1 and b˜pn2q have the same meaning as in (3.10).
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.3, we follow [Dr, Section 4.3.3]. Note that there is a small
error in the display after in [Dr, (4.36)] for A0, which is already present in [DI, (9.11)]. This was
recently corrected in [BFI3], namely the gcd pn, csq cannot be estimated trivially and the factor
S´1{2 should be removed. The rest of the proof follows as in [Dr, p. 707] by using the following
inequalities with the notation in Lemma 3.4. If D ě 1 is another parameter and M ! SCq{D, we
have
D2M
pSCq2K
2
1 ! a2θ
ÿ
n2|a8
n2ď2N
ÿ
K|Q2
pn2q2θ D
2M
pSCq2RS
´
C2S2R` aMN ` C
2MN 1
R
` C2SpN 1 `Mq
¯
}b˜pn2q}22
! q2pQ2q1`εa2θ
ÿ
n2|a8
n2ď2N
pn2q2θ
´
CS
´N
n2
`RS
¯
pC `RDq ` aSNR
¯
}b˜pn2q}22.
and
D2M
pSCq2K
2
2 ! qpQ2q1`εC2DS
a
RpRS `Nq}b˜pn2q}22.
These bounds lead directly to the bounds in Theorem 2.3 by using }b˜pn2q}2 ď }b}2 and Q2 ď q.
4. Proof of Theorem 2.1
For R ě 1, n P Zzt0u, q P N denote
uRpn; qq “ 1n”1 pmod qq ´ 1
φpqq
ÿ
χ pmod qq
condpχqďR
χpnq “ 1
φpqq
ÿ
χ pmod qq
condpχqąR
χpnq.
Note that uRpn; qq “ 0 if pq, nq ą 1 or q ď R. We have the trivial bound
uRpn; qq ! 1n”1 pmod qq `
τpqq
φpqqR.
The following is an analogue of [Dr, Theorem 5.1] with a longer range for a1 and an additional
congruence condition on q.
Proposition 4.1. Let M,N,Q,R ě 1, a1, a2 P Zzt0u, write x “ MN . Let c P N, c0 P Z with
pc0, cq “ 1. Let αm and βn be two sequences supported in m P pM, 2M s and n P pN, 2N s such that
αm ď τpmqA, βn ď τpnqA for some A ě 1. Let η ą 0 be any sufficiently small number. Then there
exist δ “ δpηq ą 0 and D “ Dpη,Aq with the following property. If
xη ď N ď x1{4`η, Q ď x1{2`δ , c, R, |a2| ď xδ, |a1| ď x1`δ
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then ÿ
Qďqď2Q
pq,a1a2q“1
q”c0 pmod cq
ÿ
m,n
pn,a2q“1
αmβnuRpmna1a2; qq !η,A cxplog xqDR´1.
If Q ď R, we have uRpn; qq “ 0. For R ď Q ď x1{2{R, we can apply the Bombieri-Vinogradov
theorem as in [Dr, Lemma 5.2]. Thus it remains to deal with the case
(4.1) xη ď N ď x1{4`η, x1{2´δ ď Q ď x1{2`δ, c, R, |a2| ď xδ, |a1| ď x1`δ.
Verbatim as in [Dr, pp. 709-710], we may assume that βn is supported on squarefree integers (by
estimating large square factors trivially and moving small square factors into a2) and we can also
smooth out the q-sum. In this way, Proposition 4.1 follows easily from the following statement:
Proposition 4.2. Let x,M,N,Q,R, η, pαmq, pβnq be as in Proposition 4.1. Assume in addition that
βn is supported on squarefree integers n. Then for any smooth function γ : R` Ñ r0, 1s with
1Qďqď2Q ď γpqq ď 1Q{2ďqď3Q{2
and }γpjq}8 !j Q´j`Bδj for some B ě 0 and for all j ě 0 we have
D :“
ÿ
pq,a1a2q“1
q”c0 pmod cq
γpqq
ÿ
m,n
pn,a2q“1
αmβnuRpmna1a2; qq ! cxplog xqOp1qR´1.
The implicit constants depend on η,A and B at most.
Proof. The proof follows along the lines of the proof of [Dr, Proposition 5.3], to some extent
verbatim, the only differences being the longer range of a1 and the additional congruence condition
on c. We highlight the points where some extra input is needed. In the following, the value of δ
may change from line to line.
We start by observing that the terms from m,n | a1 contribute to D at mostÿ
q
γpqq
ÿ
m|a1,n|a1
|αmβn|
´
1` Rτpqq
φpqq
¯
! xǫpQRq ! x1{2`δ`ǫ,
which is acceptable. So we can restrict m,n such that mna2 ´ a1 ­“ 0. This is important in the
display after [Dr, (5.23)]. By triangle inequality, we write
D !
ÿ
b pmod cq
ÿ
m
´
|αm|
ˇˇˇÿ
q
ÿ
n”b pmod cq
p. . .q
ˇˇˇ¯
.
Thus, without loss of generality we can assume that βn “ 0 unless n ” b0 (mod c) for some 1 ď b0 ď c
and recover the bound for D for general βn by a factor of c. After an application of the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality, we arrive at quantities Si, i “ 1, 2, 3 as in [Dr, (5.13)] with the difference being
the additional congruence condition on q, which can be carried through in the evaluations of S2 and
S3 in [Dr, Section 5.3.1/5.3.2]. We can also reduce S1 to S1pq0, n0q as in [Dr, Section 5.4].
The interesting part happens in [Dr, Section 5.5]. Here we need to evaluate
S1pq0, n0q “
ÿ
pq1,q2q“1
pq1q2,a1a2q“1
q0qj”c0 pmod cq
γpq0q1qγpq0q2q
ÿ
pn1,n2q“1
pn0nj ,q0qja2q“1
n1”n2 pmod q0q
βn0n1βn0n2
ÿ
m”a1a2n0nj pmod q0qjq
αpmq
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where q0, n0 ď xδ, pq0, a1a2, cq “ pn0, a2q “ 1 and αpmq is a smooth function with support in
m —M . We use Mo¨bius inversion to detect the condition pq1q2, a1q “ 1 getting
S1pq0, n0q
“
ÿ
δ1δ2|a1
pδ1,δ2q“1
µpδ1δ2q
ÿ
pδ1q1,δ2q2q“1
pδ1δ2q1q2,a2q“1
q0δjqj”c0 pmod cq
γpq0δ1q1qγpq0δ2q2q
ÿ
n1,n2
pn0nj ,q0δjqja2q“1
βn0n1βn0n2
ÿ
m”a1a2n0nj pmod q0δjqjq
αpmq
:“
ÿ
δ1,δ2|a1
pδ1,δ2q“1
µpδ1δ2qS1pq0, n0, δ1, δ2q,
say. Note that trivially
S1pq0, n0, δ1, δ2q ! xǫ
ÿ
pδ1δ2q1q2,a2q“1
q1—Q{q0δ1
ÿ
nj—N{n0
n1”n2 pmod q0q
ÿ
a2mn0n1”a1 pmod q0δjqjq
a2mn0n2 ­“a1
1 ! xǫN
´ MN
maxpδ1, δ2q ` 1
¯
.
Therefore, the contribution of the terms with maxpδ1, δ2q ą xδ can be bounded by xǫMN2x´δ. The
same analysis works for the expected main term, and it is enough to show for
δ1, δ2 ď xδ, pq0, a1a2cq “ pn0, a2q “ pδ1δ2, a2cq “ 1
that
S1pq0, n0, δ1, δ2q “ αˆp0qX1pq0, n0, δ1, δ2q `OpMN2x´δq.
where
X1pq0, n0, δ1, δ2q “
ÿ
pq1q2,a2q“1
pδ1q1,δ2q2q“1
q0δjqj”c0 pmod cq
γpq0δ1q1qγpq0δ2q2q
q0δ1q1δ2q2
ÿ
pn1,n2q“1
pn0nj ,q0δjqja2q“1
n1”n2 pmod q0q
βn0n1βn0n2 .
After Poisson summation, we need to bound the non-zero frequencies
R1 “
ÿ
pq1q2,a2q“1
pδ1q1,δ2q2q“1
q0δjqj”c0 pmod cq
γpq0δ1q1qγpq0δ2q2q
ÿ
pn1,n2q“1
pn0nj ,q0δjqja2q“1
n1”n2 pmod q0q
βn0n1βn0n2
ÿ
0ă|h|ďH
1
W
αˆ
´ h
W
¯
e
´hµ
W
¯
where
W “ q0δ1q1δ2q2, H “W 1`ǫM´1
and µ satisfies µ ” a1a2n0nj pmod q0δjqjq for j “ 1, 2. Since pn0, n1q “ 1, we have
µ
q0δ1q1δ2q2
” a1
q0δ1q1δ2q2a2n0n1
` a1n1 ´ n2
q0
δ1q1a2n0n2
n1δ2q2
´ a1 q0δ1q1δ2q2n1
a2n0
pmod 1q.
From
a1
q0δ1q1δ2q2a2n0n1
! a1
x
x
WN
! xǫ a1
x
H´1
we see that first term in the exponential is essentially “flat” and can be removed by partial summa-
tion, so that
R1 ! xǫ
´a1
x
` 1
¯
sup
QďQ1ď2Q
NďN 1ď2N
1ďH1ďH
|R11|,
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where
R11 “
ÿ
pq1q2,a2q“1
pδ1q1,δ2q2q“1
q0δjqj”c0 pmod cq
δjqjq0ďQ1
γpq0δ1q1qγpq0δ2q2q
ÿ
pn1,n2q“1
pn0nj ,q0δjqja2q“1
n1”n2 pmod q0q
n0njďN 1
βn0n1βn0n2
ˆ
ÿ
0ă|h|ăH1
1
W
αˆ
´ h
W
¯
e
´
a1
n1 ´ n2
q0
δ1q1a2n0n2
n1δ2q2
´ a1 q0δ1q1δ2q2n1
a2n0
¯
.
We incorporate the condition δjq1q0 ď Q1 in the smooth function γ without changing the notation.
Similarly, we put condition n0nj ď N 1 in βn without changing the notation. We then obtain
R11 !ǫ xǫpn0|a2|q2
Mq0
Q2
sup
ξ—Mq0{Q2
max
λ1,λ2 pmod n0a2q
pλ1λ2,n0a2q“1
λj”c0q0 pmod pn0a2,cqq
|R21|,
where
R21 “
ÿ
pδ1q1,δ2q2q“1
qj”λjδj pmod n0a2q
qj”c0δjq0 pmod cq
γpq0δ1q2qγpq0δ2q2q
ÿ
n1,n2
pn1,n2q“1
pn0nj ,q0qjδja2q“1
n1”n2 pmod q0q
βn0n1βn0n2
ˆ
ÿ
0ă|h|ăH1
αpξq0δ1δ2q1q2qe
´
´ ξh´ a1hq0λ1λ2n1
a2n0
¯
e
´
a1h
n1 ´ n2
q0
q1a2n0n2δ1
n1δ2q2
¯
.
Now we can apply Theorem 2.3 with
pc,d,a,n, r, s, qq Ð pq2, q1, a1, hn1 ´ n2
q0
, a2n0n2δ1, n0δ2, rn0a2, csq,
pC,D,N ,R,Sq Ð
´ Q
q0δ2
,
Q
q0δ1
,
HN
q0n0
, a2δ1N,
Nδ2
n0
¯
,
gpc,d,n, r, sq “ γpq0δ1cqγpq0δ2dqαpξq0δ1δ2cdq,
and
b˜n,r,spn2q “
ÿÿ
pn1,n2q“1
pn0nj ,q0δjqja2q“1
n1”n2 pmod q0q
r“a2n0n2δ1
s“n1δ2
βn0n1βn0n2
ÿ
0ă|h|ăH1
q0n
2
n“hpn1´n2q
αpξq0δ1δ2q1q2qe
´
´ ξh´ a1hq0λ1λ2n1
a2n0
¯
.
We now verify the condition pq, csq “ 1. We have pn0a2, q2n1δ2q “ 1 from pn0nj , q0qjδja2q “
pn0, n1q “ pqjδj , n0a2q “ 1 and we have pc, q2δ2q “ 1 since pc0, cq “ 1. By the assumption that βn
vanishes unless n ” b0 pmod cq, we have n0n1 ” n0n2 pmod cq and thus we have pb0, cq | n0. Since
βn is supported on squarefree integers, we have pn1, cq “ 1. Since pn1, n2q “ 1 and N ě xη, we have
n1 ­“ n2 and
}b˜n,r,spn2q}22 !
ÿ
n1
ÿ
n2
|βn0n1βn0n2 |
ÿ
n2
pn2,n1´n2q
|hďH1
1 ! H
1
n2
ÿ
n1,n2
pn1 ´ n2, n2q}βn}28
! H
1
n2
ÿ
d|n2
dN
´N
d
` 1
¯
}βn}28 !
´H 1
n2
N2 `H 1N
¯
τpn2q}βn}28,
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thus ÿ
n2|a8
1
n2ď2N
pn2q2θ}b˜n,r,spn2q}22 ! H 1N2τpa1q}βn}28 ! xǫH 1N2.
We conclude R21 ! xOpδqA1{2B1{2, where
A ! HN2, B ! a2θ1 pQ2N3pN `Hq ` a1HN3q ` pQ3N2
?
N `Hq `Q2HN2.
Since x “MN and Q ď x1{2`δ, we have
H “ W
1`ǫ
M
! xOpδqQ
2
M
! xOpδqN
and thus B ! pa2θ1 Q2N4 `Q3N5{2qxOpδq for N,Q, a1 satisfying (4.1). Therefore,
R1 !
´a1
x
` 1
¯ M
Q2
xOpδqA1{2B1{2 ! xOpδqpaθ1N3{2Q´1 `N3{4Q´1{2qMN2
! pxθ´ 18`3η{2`Opδq ` x3{4η´1{16`OpδqqMN2.
Provided that θ ă 1{8 and η is sufficiently small, this satisfies the required bound OpMN2x´δq by
taking δ small enough depending on η. The rest follows the same way as in [Dr, Section 5.6] as we
can drop the congruence conditions on qi as an upper bound for X1´X3. This completes the proof
of Proposition 4.2 and hence of Proposition 4.1.
With Proposition 4.1 at hand, we can now proceed to the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let R ď xδ
be a parameter. We will choose R “ plog xqA unconditionally and R “ xδ on GRH. Note that the
conditions imply pd, qq “ 1. We writeÿ
qďQ
pq,a1a2q“1
q”c0 pmod cq
ÿ
nďx
n”a1a2 pmod qq
n”d0 pmod dq
Λpnq “
ÿ
qďQ
pq,a1a2q“1
q”c0 pmod cq
1
φpqqφpdq
ÿ
ψ pmod dq
χ pmod qq
ÿ
nďx
Λpnqχpna1a2qψpnd¯0q
“
ÿ
qďQ
pq,a1a2q“1
q”c0 pmod cq
1
φpqqφpdq
ÿ
ψ pmod dq
χ pmod qq
condpχqďR
ÿ
nďx
Λpnqχpna1a2qψpnd0q
`
ÿ
qďQ
pq,a1a2q“1
q”c0 pmod cq
1
φpdq
ÿ
ψ pmod dq
ÿ
nďx
ΛpnquRpna1a2; qqψpnd0q :“ S1 ` S2,
say. We first show
S2 ! cxplog xqOp1qR´1{11.(4.2)
As explained in [Dr, p. 719-720], after applying Heath-Brown’s identity (most conveniently phrased
in [BFI1, Lemma 5]), it is enough to prove
1
φpdq
ÿ
ψ pmod dq
ψpd0q
ÿ
Qďqď2Q
pq,a1a2q“1
q”c0 pmod cq
ÿ
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
p1´∆qMiămiďMi
p1´∆qNiăniďNi
1ďiďj
´ jź
i“1
µpmiqψpmiq
¯
ˆ plogn1qψpn1 ¨ ¨ ¨njquRpn1m1 ¨ ¨ ¨njmja1a2; qq ! cxplog xqOp1qR´1
(4.3)
where j P t1, 2, 3, 4, 5u, and Q,Mi, Ni are real numbers such that Q ď x1{2`δ,
ś
iMiNi ! x,
Mi ď 2x1{5. We need the dissection in short intervals in order to approximate the hyperbolic size
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conditions and treat the boundary terms trivially. With ∆ “ R´1{11, we obtain (4.2) from (4.3) by
an argument identical to [Dr, p. 720].
The contribution from
ś
iMiNi ď x1´δ is trivially bounded by Oǫpx1´δ`ǫq. So we can assume
that
ś
iMiNi ě x1´δ. We rename
ś
iMiNi “ x for convenience and it is enough to prove (4.3)
for Q ď x1{2`4δ, |a2| ď x1`4δ, |a1| ď x1`4δ. Note that Mi ď x1{4´δ if δ is small enough. We write
Mi “ xµi and Ni “ xνi and we have
0 ď µj ă 1{4, µ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` µj ` ν1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` νj “ 1.(4.4)
Let η ą 0 be sufficiently small. If there exists an index k such that µk or νk lies in the interval
rη, 1{4` ηs, then we can apply Proposition 4.1 to see that (4.3) holds forQ ď x1`4δ, |a2| ď x4δ, |a1| ď
x1`4δ as long as δ is small enough depending on η. If none of the µi or νi lies in rη, 1{4` ηs, then
we combine all µi and νi smaller than η to τ with τ ă 10η. This includes in particular µi. The
remaining νi must satisfy νi ě 1{4` η and thus there are at most three of such terms. In summary,
we see that (4.4) can be partitioned as τ ` νi1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨` νis “ 1, with τ ă 10η, νij ě 1{4` η and s ď 3.
Since pd, qq “ 1, we see that (4.3) becomes
ÿ
Qďqď2Q
pq,a1a2q“1
q”c0 pmod cq
ÿ
ln—x
ln”d0 pmod dq
pα1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ αsqpnqγplquRpnla1a2; qq
(4.5)
“
ÿ
Qď2Q
pq,a1a2q“1
q”c0 pmod cq
´ ÿ
ln—x
ln”d0 pmod dq
ln”a1a2 pmod qq
pα1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ αsqpnqγplq ´
ÿ
ln—x
pα1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ αsqpnqγplq
φpqqφpdq
ÿ
ψ pmod dq
χ pmod qq
condpχqďR
χpnla1a2qψpnld0q
¯
“
ÿ
Qďqď2Q
pq,a1a2q“1
q”c0 pmod cq
ÿ
ln—x
pα1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨αsqγplqu1pnlpa1a2d¯d` d0q¯qq; qdq
´
ÿ
Qďqď2Q
pq,a1a2q“1
q”c0 pmod cq
ÿ
ln—x
pα1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ αsqpnqγplq
φpqqφpdq
ÿ
χ pmod qq
condpχqďR
condpψχqą1
χpnla1a2qψpnld0q,
where αi is 1pp1´∆qNi,Nis or 1pp1´∆qNi,Nis log, s ď 3 and γplq ! τ2j´1plq log l with l ď x10η. For
the first term we apply [BFI2, Lemma 2] along with partial summation to remove the logarithm if
necessary. This is a deep input, since it uses Deligne’s estimates for exponential sums over algebraic
varieties over finite fields. In this way we obtain a power savingÿ
lďx10η
ÿ
Qďqď2Q
x1´δ1
q
! x1´δ1`10η
for some δ1 ą 0 and Q ď x1{2`δ1 . The second term is
!
ÿ
lďx10η
ÿ
qďQ
|γplq|
φpqqφpdq
ÿ
ψ pmod dq
ÿ
χ pmod qq
condpχqďR
condpψχqą1
sź
i“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
niďNi
χpniqψpniqαipniq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ! xOpηqQ1`ǫpdRq3{2`ǫ.
Combining the two bounds, we have that (4.5) is bounded by x1´δ for Q ď x1`4δ as long as η
sufficiently small and δ is small enough depending on η and δ1.
Now we turn to S1. We extract the contribution where both χ and ψ are trivial which gives the
desired main term. For the remaining terms, we note that for any non-principal character χ1 (mod
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q1) and any fixed positive constant B, we have uniformly for q1 ď plog xqB thatÿ
nďx
Λpnqχ1pnq ! xe´cpBq
?
log x,
where cpBq is some positive constant depending on B. Thus for d ď plog xqC , R ď plog xqB, the
remaining portion of S1 is
!
ÿ
qďQ
pq,a1a2q“1
q”c0 pmod cq
1
φpqdq
ÿ
ψ pmod dq
ÿ
χ pmod qq
condpχqďR
condpψχqą1
xe´c2
?
log x ! dRxe´c3
?
log x ! xe´c4
?
log x
where c2, c3, c4 depend on B,C. Under GRH, we have for any non-principal character χ the boundÿ
nďx
Λpnqχpna1a2q ! x1{2`ǫ.
Thus for R ď xδ the non-principal portion of S1 is OpdRx1{2`ǫq. Combining with (4.2), we complete
the proof.
5. The Titchmarsh divisor problem and variations
We start with two elementary lemmas. The first is [FGHM, Lemma 13.1].
Lemma 5.1. For a P Zzt0u and x ě 2 we haveÿ
mďx
pm,aq“1
m
φpmq “ xc0paq `Opτpaq log xq,
ÿ
mďx
pm,aq“1
1
φpmq “ c0paqplog x` γq ` c
1
0paq `Opτpaqx´1 log xq,
where cspaq is as in (1.6).
Lemma 5.2. Let χ pmod mq be a non-principal Dirichlet character. Then for any non-zero integer
f and x ě 2, we have
ÿ
nďx
pn,fq“1
χpnq
φpnq “ Lp1, χqcpχ, fq `O
ˆ
τpfqm1{2 logm log x
x
˙
,
ÿ
nďx
pn,fq“1
χpnqn
φpnq ! τpfqm
1{2 logm log x,
where cpχ, fq is as in (2.1).
Proof. It is a simple consequence of the Po´lya-Vinogradov inequality (and Mo¨bius inversion)
that ÿ
nďx
pn,fq“1
χpnq
n
“
ź
p|f
´
1´ χppq
p
¯
Lp1, χq `O
ˆ
τpfqm1{2 logm
x
˙
.
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Using the identity n{φpnq “ řd|n µ2pdq{φpdq we concludeÿ
nďx
pn,fq“1
χpnq
φpnq “
ÿ
dďx
pd,fq“1
µ2pdqχpdq
φpdqd
ÿ
nďx{d
pn,fq“1
χpnq
n
“
ÿ
dďx
pd,fq“1
µ2pdqχpdq
φpdqd
´ź
p|f
´
1´ χppq
p
¯
Lp1, χq `O
´ d
x
τpfqm1{2 logm
¯¯
.
We complete the sum over x and obtain the first stated formula. The second one is similar (but
easier).
We recall the Brun-Titchmarsh inequality [IK, Theorem 6.6]ÿ
xďnďx`y
n”a pmod qq
Λpnq ! y logpx` yq
φpqq logpy{qq .
for pa, qq “ 1, q ă y.
We are now prepared for the proof of Theorem 1.1. For notational simplicity we only display
the case σ “ 1, the other case is essentially identical except for notational changes. As before let
R “ plog xqA unconditionally or R “ xδ on GRH. The terms with n ă XplogXq´2R´1 can be
estimated trivially, so that we can assume without loss of generality that Y ą XplogXq´2R´1. We
choose a parameter Q and writeÿ
YănďX
Λpnqτpn` fq “
ÿ
YănďX
Λpnq
ÿ
qďQ
q|n`f
1`
ÿ
YănďX
Λpnq
ÿ
qăpn`fq{Q
q|n`f
1
“
ÿ
qďQ
ÿ
YănďX
n”´f pmod qq
Λpnq `
ÿ
qďpX`fq{Q
ÿ
maxpY,qQ´fqănďX
n”´f pmod qq
Λpnq
“
ÿ
qďQ
ÿ
YănďX
n”´f pmod qq
Λpnq `
ÿ
qďpY`fq{Q
ÿ
YănďX
n”´f pmod qq
Λpnq `
ÿ
pY`fq{QăqďpX`fq{Q
ÿ
qQ´fănďX
n”´f pmod qq
Λpnq.
If Y ` f ă X1{2`δ{2 with δ as in Theorem 2.1, we choose Q “ X1{2`δ{2. Otherwise we choose
Q “ X1{2. The point of this maneuver is that either the condition q ď pY ` fq{Q is non-existent,
or pY ` fq{Q ą Xδ{2, so that the error term in Lemma 5.1 saves a power of Q. In order to apply
Theorem 2.1 to the last term, we argue as in [Dr, p. 720] and split the n-sum in short subsums of
the form pp1 ´ ∆qN,N s with ∆ “ R´1{2. There are Op∆´1 logXq such intervals. The condition
qQ ´ f ă n is only relevant in one such interval, whose contribution we estimate by the Brun-
Titchmarsh inequality, getting a total error of Op∆XplogXq2q. Otherwise we apply Theorem 2.1
with c “ d “ a2 “ 1 which gives a total error of ! ∆´1XplogXq1´A ! XplogXq1´A{2. It remains
to assemble the main term, which by the prime number theorem up to an admissible error equalsÿ
qďQ
pq,fq“1
X ´ Y
φpqq `
ÿ
qďpY`fq{Q
pq,fq“1
X ´ Y
φpqq `
ÿ
pY`fq{QăqďpX`fq{Q
pq,fq“1
X ´ pqQ ´ fq
φpqq .
The result follows now easily from Lemma 5.1, distinguishing the cases pY ` fq{Q ă 1 and
pY ` fq{Q ą 1.
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The proof of Theorem 2.2 is similar, except that the derivation of the main term is slightly
different. For σ “ 1 we haveÿ
YănďX
Λpnqpχ1 ˚ χ2qpn` fq
“
ÿ
YănďX
Λpnq
ÿ
qďQ
q|n`f
χ1pqqχ2
´n` f
q
¯
`
ÿ
YănďX
Λpnq
ÿ
qăpn`fq{Q
q|n`f
χ2pqqχ1
´n` f
q
¯
“
ÿ
qďQ
χ1pqq
ÿ
YănďX
n”´f pmod qq
Λpnqχ2
´n` f
q
¯
`
ÿ
qďpY`fq{Q
χ2pqq
ÿ
YănďX
n”´f pmod qq
Λpnqχ1
´n` f
q
¯
`
ÿ
pY`fq{QăqďpX`fq{Q
χ2pqq
ÿ
qQ´fănďX
n”´f pmod qq
Λpnqχ1
´n` f
q
¯
.
We consider the first sum and write q “ q1q2 with pq1, c2q “ 1, q2 | c82 gettingÿ
q2|c82
q2ďQ
χ1pq2q
ÿ
q1ďQ{q2
pq1,c2q“1
χ1χ¯2pq1q
ÿ
b pmod c2q
χ2pbq
ÿ
YănďX
n”´f pmod q1q2q
pn`fq{q2”b pmod c2q
Λpnq
“
ÿ
q2|c82
q2ďQ
χ1pq2q
ÿ
b pmod c2q
χ2pbq
ÿ
a pmod c1c2q
χ1χ¯2paq
ÿ
q1ďQ{q2
pq1,c2q“1
q1”a pmod c1c2q
ÿ
YănďX
n”´f pmod q1q
n”bq2´fpmod q2c2q
Λpnq.
Up to a negligible error, we can restrict to pf, q1q2q “ pbq2 ´ f, c2q “ 1. Moreover, the contribution
of q2 ě K is trivially bounded by
! XplogXq
ÿ
q2|c82
q2ěK
1
q2
! XplogXqK´1{2τpc2q,
so that we can restrict the size of q2 to a large power of logX (or a small power of X under GRH).
As above we may assume that Y is sufficiently large, we choose Q P tX1{2, X1{2`δ{2u as above, and
we restrict the n-sum to small intervals pp1´∆qN,N s to deal with the fact that the size condition
for n depends on q. Theorem 2.1 can now be applied. Using the prime number theorem, we obtain
up to an admissible error term the main termÿ
q2|c82
q2ďK
pq2,fq“1
χ1pq2q
ÿ
b pmod c2q
pbq2´f,c2q“1
χ2pbq
ÿ
q1ďQ{q2
pq1,fq“1
χ1χ¯2pq1q X ´ Y
φpq1q2c2q .
Since χ2 is primitive, the b-sum is easy to evaluate (cf. [IK, (3.9)]):ÿ
b pmod c2q
pbq2´f,c2q“1
χ2pbq “
ÿ
d|c2
µpdq
ÿ
bq2”f pmod dq
b pmod c2q
χ2pbq “
"
χ2pfqµpc2q, q2 “ 1,
0, q2 ą 1,
so that our main term becomes
X ´ Y
φpc2q
ÿ
q1ďQ
pq1,fq“1
χ1χ¯2pq1q
φpq1q ,
which we evaluate with Lemma 5.2. The other two terms as well as the case σ “ ´1 are treated
analogously. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
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The proof of Theorem 1.2 follows from the special case σ “ ´1, c1 “ 1, c2 “ 2 by partial
summation together with the well-known formula Lp1, χ´4q “ pi{4.
6. Proof of Theorem 2.4
The first part of the argument is standard. Let us denote by S the left hand side of the claimed
inequality. Using [DI, (1.6)], we have
S “
ÿ
γ“s?rc
for some pc,rq“1
s
?
r
γ
ÿ
m—M
αmF
´
m,
γ
s
?
r
¯
S8,1{spm,˘n, γqe
´
¯ ns¯
r
¯
.
We drop the exponential as n, s, r are fixed. Write P “ CMZnrs. We separate variables by Fourier
inversion and write
F pm, cq “
ż 8
´8
G
´
u,
4pi
?
mn
s
?
rc
¯
epmuqdu, Gpu, ξq “
ż 8
´8
F
´
t,
4pi
?
tn
s
?
rξ
¯
ep´tuqdt.
The function G is supported on ξ — X in the second variable, and by partial integration we see that
dν
dξν
Gpu, ξq !A,ν MpX{Zq´νp1 ` |u|M{Zq´A
for any ν,A P N0. We truncate the u-integral at |u| ! P εZ{M , pull the u-integration outside and
estimate it trivially in the end. This will cost a factor ZP ε, and we absorb the factor epmuq into the
coefficient αm. From now on we replace F pm, cq by fp4pi
?
mn{γq where f is compactly supported on
rX, 2Xs and satisfies f pνq !ν pX{Zq´ν. Applying the Kuznetsov formula to the γ-sum along with
standard bounds for the Bessel transforms (see e.g. [P2, Lemma 2.1]) we obtain a decomposition
S “ SMaaß ` Shol ` SEis; here
SMaaß ! s
?
r
ÿ
m—M
αm
ÿ
φPBprsq
tφ!ZP ε
fˇ˘ptφq
|ρφ,8pmqρφ,1{sp˘nq|
coshppitφq
where again the subscripts 8, 1{s denote the cusp and
fˇ˘ptq “
$’’&’%
pi
sinhppitq
ż 8
0
J2itpxq ´ J´2itpxq
2i
fpxqdx
x
2
pi
coshppitq
ż 8
0
K2itfpxqdx
x
,//./- !A P εpX{Zq´2|ℑt|p1` |t|{Zq´A.
The terms Shol and SEis are similar but easier, as the only difficulty is the treatment of the exceptional
spectrum. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we conclude
SMaaß ! P εs
?
r
´ ÿ
φPBprsq
tφ!ZP ε
1
coshppitφq
ˇˇˇ ÿ
m—M
αmρφ,8pmq
ˇˇˇ2¯1{2
´ ÿ
φPBprsq
tφ!ZP ε
pX{Zq´4|ℑtφ|
coshppitφq |ρφ,1{spnq|
2
¯1{2
,
up to a negligible error from the truncation of tφ. Here we used the fact that regardless of whether φ
is even or odd, we have |ρφ,1{sp´nq|2 “ |ρφ,1{spnq|2. We apply the large sieve [DI] on the first factor
getting
SMaaß ! P εs
?
r
´´
Z2 ` M
rs
¯
}α}2
¯1{2´ ÿ
φPBprsq
tφ!ZP ε
pX{Zq´4|ℑtφ|
coshppitφq |ρφ,1{spnq|
2
¯1{2
.
So far this is standard, but the interesting point is how to treat the second factor, for which Pitt
[P2, Section 2] has a relatively elaborate argument. We proceed differently and apply directly
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the Kuznetsov formula backwards (i.e. in the form of [IK, Theorem 16.3]). Here we can add the
Eisenstein spectrum by positivity, and we choose a test function majorizing pX{Zq´4|ℑtφ| times the
characteristic function on tφ ! ZP ε. To this end we split the tφ-sum into several pieces. For the
treatment of the non-exceptional part we decompose the tφ-sum into OpP εq regions T ´∆ ď |tφ| ď
T `∆ with ∆ “ T 1´ε and use the standard test function
hptq “ T´2
´
t2 ` 1
4
¯”
exp
´
´
´ t´ T
∆
¯2¯
` exp
´
´
´ t` T
∆
¯2¯ı
,
see e.g. [JM, Section 3]. A detailed analysis of the corresponding Bessel transform
(6.1)
2i
pi
ż 8
´8
J2itpxq hptqt
coshppitqdt
can be found in [JM, (3.12), (3.19)]. We only need to know that (6.1) is negligible for x ! T 2P´ε
and otherwise bounded by T 1`ε. In this way we obtain easily the boundÿ
φPBprsq
tφ!ZP ε,tφPR
|ρφ,1{spnq|2
coshppitφq ! P
ε
´
Z2 ` max
1ďTďZP ε
T
ÿ
γ!nT´2P ε
|S1{s,1{spn, n, γq|
γ
¯
.
Here γ runs over the allowable moduli for Kloosterman sums to the pair of cusps p1{s, 1{sq of level
rs, and by [DI, Lemma 2.5] these are the multiples of rs{pr, sq “ rs since pr, sq “ 1.
For the exceptional spectrum we choose a different test function, namely
hptq “ ppX{Zq2it ` pX{Zq´2itq2pt2 ` p2Aq2q´2A
Aź
k“0
´
t2 ` p2k ` 1q
2
4
¯
for fixed, but large A (which we think of as 1{ε), and recall that X{Z ! 1. This is a variation of [IK,
(16.57)], and the product over k is inserted to cancel the poles of 1{ coshppitq in a large horizontal
strip. Note that this function is even, holomorphic in a wide horizontal strip, majorizes pX{Zq´4|ℑtφ|
on the exceptional spectrum and is non-negative on the regular spectrum. To bound (6.1) with this
test function, we only need the crude, but uniform estimate [GR, 8.411.8]
J2it`cpxq !c eπ|t|xc, t P R, x ą 0, c ě 0.
In this way we see (with c “ 0) that the Kuznetsov transform (6.1) is uniformly bounded. On the
other hand, for x ! P´εpX{Zq2 we can shift the t-contour down to ℑt “ ´A without crossing poles
to see that (6.1) is negligible for such x. Thus, with this test function the Kuznetsov formula returns
the bound ÿ
φPBprsq
tφ!ZP ε,tφPiR
pX{Zq´4|ℑtφ|
coshppitφq |ρφ,1{spnq|
2 ! 1`
ÿ
γ!P εZ2|n|{X2
|S1{s,1{spn, n, γq|
γ
for the exceptional spectrum. By Weil’s bound [DI, Lemma 2.6] for these Kloosterman sums we
finally get
SMaaß ! P εs
?
r
´´
Z2 ` M
rs
¯
}α}2
¯1{2´
Z2 ` Z
a
npn, rsq
Xrs
¯1{2
.
The estimation of Shol and SEis is similar but much easier, because no exceptional eigenvalues need
to be treated, and the theorem follows.
7. Preparatory lemmas
7.1. Exponential and character sums. We start with a generalization of [P1, Theorem 3].
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Lemma 7.1. Let α, β, h, r, a P Z, c P N. Thenÿ
x,y,z pmod cq
pxyzpz`hq,cq“1
e
´ax¯´ rx ´ a¯y ` ry ` αxz¯ ´ βypz ` hq
c
¯
! pα ´ β, αh, βh, c1q1{2c22c3{2`ε1 pa, cq
where c “ c1c2 with pc1, c2q “ 1, c1 squarefree and c2 power-full.
Proof. The case pa, cq “ 1 is [P1, Theorem 3]. By multiplicativity we may restrict our attention
to prime power moduli c “ pν . If ν ě 2, we apply the same argument as in [P1, (1.1)]. For ν “ 1
and p | a, the character sum is trivially bounded by Opp2q unless α ” β ” a ” r ” 0 (mod p), in
which case we obviously cannot do better than a bound of size Opp3q.
Next we state and prove an analogue of [P1, Proposition 1]:
Lemma 7.2. Let r, f, Z,X1, X2, X3, G be as in Theorem 2.5. For h, α P Zzt0u, c, γ P N, pc, γq “ 1,
cγ " maxpX1, X2, X3q{Z, we haveÿ
k,l,m
Gpk, l,mqe
´αklm
γ
¯
Sprklm` f, h, cq
! cε
´
X1X2X3Z
pr, cqpc, f, hq1{2
c1{2
` pc, fq1{2pZ3γ2c7{4 ` Z5{2X1{21 pcγq3{2 ` Z2pX2X3q1{2γc5{4 ` ZX1pX2X3q1{2c1{2qc1{4˝
¯
where c˝ is the power-full part of c.
Proof. There are two differences to the statement of [P1, Proposition 1]: on the one hand we
have an extra exponential epαklm{γq, on the other hand we have a general number f instead of ´1.
We can assume without loss of generality that pα, γq “ 1, otherwise we cancel common factors. We
follow the proof of [P1, Proposition 1] and apply Poisson summation to
Λ˚ “
ÿ
k,l,m
pk,cq“1
Gpk, l,mqe
´αklm
γ
¯
Spdklm´ a, b, cq
for non-zero a, b, d | c, c | pc{dq8 in residue classes modulo γc getting
d
c2γ2
ÿ
u,v,w
pG´ u
γc
,
v
γc{d,
w
γc{d
¯
Sγpu, v, wq
ÿ˚
x,y pmod cq
e
´aγ¯3x¯´ bγ3x´ uy¯ ` dxyvw
c
¯
where
Sγpu, v, wq “
ÿ
x,y pmod γq
xy”uc¯3α¯ pmod γq
e
´
´ vx` wy
γ
¯
! γ1`ε.
Note that unlike in the proof of [P1, Proposition 1] we are not assuming pab, cq “ 1. The condition
pb, cq “ 1 is never used in [P1, Proposition 1], while the lack of pa, cq “ 1 is compensated by our more
general result in Lemma 7.1 that allows arbitrary a, not necessarily coprime with c. The bound for
Λ˚ can now be achieved verbatim as on [P1, pp. 396-398] keeping in mind that U, V,W are now
longer by a factor γ and that Lemma 7.1 introduces an extra factor pa, cq in the bound of |Λ3|2 on
[P1, p. 398]. The condition cγ " pX1, X2, X3q{Z is needed to ensure U " 1 which is used on [P1, p.
398]. This gives
Λ˚ !
´
X1X2X3Z
d
c1{2
` pa, cq1{2
´
Z3
c7{4γ2
d
` Z
5{2X1{21 pcγq3{2
d
` Z2pX2X3q1{2c5{4γ ` ZX1pX2X3cq1{2
¯
c1{4
˝
¯
cε.
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We now finish the proof as on [P1, p. 399], keeping in mind that the Weil bound introduces an
additional factor
pγ1, f, hq1{2pγ3, f, hq1{2 ď pc, f, hq1{2
which together with the extra factor pa, cq1{2 in the bound of Λ˚ yields
pγ1, f, hq1{2pγ3, f, hq1{2pγ4, fq1{2 ď pc, fq1{2.
(In [P1] we have f “ ´1, so these gcd’s are trivial.) This completes the proof.
We recall the delta-symbol of Duke-Friedlander-Iwaniec, see e.g. [IK, Section 20.5].
Lemma 7.3. Let T ě 1. There exists a function ∆tpnq with the following properties: we have
∆tpnq “ 0 unless t ! T 1{2, and for |n| ! T we have djdnj∆tpnq !j T´1{2|n|´j for all j P N0 and
δn“0 “
ÿ
c!T 1{2
1
c
ÿ˚
a pmod cq
e
´an
c
¯
∆cpnq.
7.2. Automorphic forms. As specified in the introduction, let φ be a (holomorphic or Maaß)
cuspidal newform for Γ0pNq. We denote by µ its archimedean conductor. We frequently use the
Rankin-Selberg bound ÿ
nďX
|λpnq|2 ! pNµXqεX.
This allows us, for instance, to estimate
(7.1)
ÿ
nďX
|λpnq|pn, cq1{2 ! pcNµXqεX
for c P N.
Next we need the following Voronoi formula which is a slight re-statement of [BMN, Lemma 2.4]
in the case of trivial nebentypus, but arbitrary infinity type of φ. For a Dirichlet character χ we
generally write cpχq for its conductor.
Lemma 7.4. Let F be a smooth function with compact support in p0,8q, a P Z, q P N with pa, qq “ 1.
Write N1 “ pN, qq, N2 “ N{N1, q2 “ pN82 , qq, q1 “ q{q2,
a
q
“ a1
q1
` a2
q2
.
Thenÿ
n
λpnqe
ˆ
an
q
˙
F pnq “
ÿ
χ pmod N1q
ÿ
ρ|NN1
pρ,q1q“1
cpa2{q2, ρ, χq 1
q1
ÿ
˘
ÿ
n
λχpnqe
´
¯ a1ρn
q1
¯
F˘
´ n
q21ρ
¯
where λχ are the Hecke eigenvalues of the contragredient of the twist φˆ χ,
(7.2) cpa2{q2, ρ, χq ! pqNqε pNcpχqq
1{2
ρ
and
(7.3) F˘pyq “
ż 8
0
F pxqJ ˘p4pi?xyqdx
with
J`pzq “
#
2piikJk´1pzq, φ holomorphic,
πi
sinhpπtq pJ2itpyq ´ J´2itpyqq, φ Maaß,
J ´pzq “
#
0, φ holomorphic,
4 coshppitqK2itpyq, φ Maaß.
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Remark: If q2 “ 1, the formula can be greatly simplified: the χ-sum can be dropped, the ρ-sum
consists of a single term ρ “ N2, and the constant c is ˘N´1{22 with a sign depending only on φ, see
[KMV, Appendix A].
Proof. The exact shape of the formula and the bound (7.2) require some explanation. The sum
over ρ runs over N2q
2
2 , but since q2 | N1, we relaxed it to ρ | NN1, pρ, q1q “ 1. It follows from [BMN,
Lemma 2.3] in their notation that Cpf, a2{q2,m, χq ! pqNqεcpχq´1{2, and the third last display in
the proof of [BMN, Lemma 2.4] shows
cpa2{q2, ρ, χq ! pqNqε
a
Ncpχq2
cpχq1{2ρ .
The exact bound, however, is irrelevant for the purpose of this paper, as long as it is polynomial in
N , we only include it for completeness. Finally we argue that cpa2{q2, ρ, χq is independent of a1. To
this end, we first observe that χ runs only modulo q2 (which was relaxed in [BMN] to N1). Next
the proof of [BMN, Lemma 2.4] shows that in the case of trivial central character, the dependence
on a1 is χ˜
2pa1q where χ˜ is the restriction of χ modulo a number divisible by q1. Since pq1, q2q “ 1,
there is no dependence on a1.
The relevant integral transforms are estimated in following lemma.
Lemma 7.5. Let X ą 0, Z ě 1 and let G be a smooth function with compact support in rX, 2Xs
satisfying Gpνq !ν pX{Zq´ν for all ν P N0. Then
yν
dν
dyν
G˘pyq !A,ν X
´
1` 1pXyq2ℑµ`ε
¯`
µp1`
a
Xyq˘ν´1` yX
Z2
` yX
µ2
¯´A
for any ν,A ě 0.
Proof. This follows by partial integration based on the formula [GR, 8.472.3 with m “ 1]ż 8
0
F pxqBkpα
?
xqdx “ ˘ 2
α
ż 8
0
´
F 1pxq?x´ k
2
F pxq?
x
¯
Bk`1pα
?
xqdx
for α ą 0, F P C80 pp0,8q, k P C and Bk P tJk,Kk, Yku and standard bounds for Bessel functions
J
pνq
k´1pxq, coshppitqKpνq2it pxq,
J
pνq
2it pxq
coshppitq !ν µ
νp1` 1{xqν`2ℑµ`ε.
The derivatives are computed using [GR, 8.486.11, 8.471.2] and then the bounds can be obtained
from [GR, 8.411.1, 8.432.5 with z “ 1, 8.411.13] (or alternatively from the Mellin integrals as in
[HM, Proposition 9]).
We obtain the following two corollaries for Hecke eigenvalues in residue classes.
Corollary 7.6. Let X,Z ě 1, let G be a smooth function supported on rX, 2Xs with Gpνq !ν
pX{Zq´ν, a, q P N. Thenÿ
n”a pmod qq
Gpnqλpnq ! pNqµZqεN1{2pN, qq3{2pZ2 ` µ2qq1{2.
Proof. The sum in question, say S, equals
S “ 1
q
ÿ
rs“q
ÿ˚
u pmod rq
e
´
´ua
r
¯ÿ
n
e
´un
r
¯
Gpnqλpnq.
We use the notation from Lemma 7.4 and write
N1 “ pN, rq, N2 “ N{N1, r2 “ pN82 , rq, r1 “ r{r2,
u
r
“ u1
r1
` u2
r2
.
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By the Chinese Remainder Theorem we obtain the bound
S ! pqNq
ε
q
ÿ
rs“q
ÿ
χ pmod N1q
ÿ
ρ|NN1
pρ,r1q“1
pNcpχqq1{2
r1ρ
ÿ
˘
ÿ
n
ˇˇˇ
λχpnqr2Sp¯ρ¯n,´a, r1qG˘
´ n
r21ρ
¯ˇˇˇ
.
Using Lemma 7.5, Weil’s bound and (7.1), we obtain
S ! pqNµZq
ε
q
ÿ
rs“q
N1pNN1qεpNN1q1{2r2r3{21 pµ2 ` Z2q
and the lemma follows.
Corollary 7.7. Let r, f P Zzt0u, X1, Z ě 1. Let h be a smooth function with support in rX1, 2X1s
satisfying hpνq !ν pX1{Zq´ν for all ν P N0. Write |r|X1 “ X. Suppose that hpnq vanishes unless
rn` f is some dyadic interval rΞ, 2Ξs with X{Z ! Ξ ! X ` |f |. Thenÿ
n
hpnqλprn ` fq ! pNqµZqεN1{2pN, rq3{2
´
Z
´
1` |f |
X
¯
` µ
¯2
|r|1{2.
Proof. The sum in question equals ÿ
m”f pmod |r|q
λpmqh
´m´ f
r
¯
.
The function h˜ : m ÞÑ hppm ´ fq{rq has support in rΞ, 2Ξs and satisfies h˜pνq ! pZ{Xqν “
pZΞ{XqνΞ´ν and the statement follows from Corollary 7.6.
8. Shifted convolution sums
In this section we prove Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 and some consequences. We continue to denote by
φ a cusp form as at the beginning of Section 7.2.
8.1. Proof of Theorem 2.5. We call S the sum on the left hand side of the claimed inequality.
Suppose without loss of generality X1 ě X2 ě X3. Recall that rklm ` f is restricted to a dyadic
interval of size Ξ where
(8.1) X{Z ! Ξ ! X ` |f |.
On the one hand we can apply Corollary 7.7 getting
S ! pNµXZ|f |qε
ÿ
l—X2
ÿ
m—X3
N1{2`εpN, rlmq3{2
´
Z
´
1` |f |
X
¯
` µ
¯2
|rlm|1{2`ε
! pNµXZ|f |qεNpN, rq
´
Z
´
1` |f |
X
¯
` µ
¯2 1
|r|
´ X
X1
¯3{2
.
(8.2)
On the other hand, we can apply Lemma 7.3 with T “ Ξ getting
S “
ÿ
k,l,m
Gpk, l,mq
ÿ
n
λpnq
ÿ
c!Ξ1{2
1
c
ÿ˚
a pmod cq
e
´aprklm` f ´ nq
c
¯
Hc,k,l,mpnq
where
Hc,k,l,mpnq “ hpnq∆cprklm` f ´ nq
and h is a smooth function with support of size Ξ and hpνq !ν Ξ´ν . We apply Voronoi summation
(Lemma 7.4) to the n-sum and use the notation from that lemma:
N1 “ pN, cq, N2 “ N{N1, c2 “ pN82 , cq, c1 “ c{c2,
a
c
“ a1
c1
` a2
c2
.
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In this way we obtainÿ
n
λpnq
ÿ˚
a pmod cq
e
´aprklm` f ´ nq
c
¯
Hc,k,l,mpnq
“
ÿ˚
a2 pmod c2q
e
´a2prklm` fq
c2
¯ ÿ
χ pmod N1q
ÿ
ρ|NN1
pρ,c1q“1
cp´a2{c2, ρ, χq
ˆ 1
c1
ÿ
˘
ÿ
n
λχpnqSprklm` f,˘ρ¯n, c1qH˘c,k,l,m
´ n
c21ρ
¯
,
so that
S !pµXN |f |qε
ÿ
c!Ξ1{2
ÿ
χ pmod N1q
ÿ
ρ|NN1
ÿ
n
|λχpnq|pNcpχqq1{2c2
cc1ρ
max
a2 pmod c2q
ˇˇˇ ÿ
k,l,m
Gpk, l,mqe
´a2rklm
c2
¯
Sprklm` f,˘ρ¯n, c1qH˘c,k,l,m
´ n
c21ρ
¯ˇˇˇ
.
We partition the sum into pieces where c1 — C ! Ξ1{2. By Lemma 7.5 we see that
kν1 lν2mν3
Bν1
Bkν1
Bν2
Blν2
Bν3
Bmν3H
˘
c,k,l,mpyq !ν1,ν2,ν3,A Ξ1{2
´
1` 1pΞyq2ℑµ`ε
¯´
1` yΞ
µ2
¯´A
so that in particular we can truncate the n-sum at n ! XεC2ρµ2{Ξ up to a negligible error. This
implies in particular
C " X
´εΞ1{2
ρ1{2µ
" X
1{2´ε
Z1{2Nµ
,
otherwise the n-sum is empty. Suppose that
(8.3) X1 ! Z
1{2X1{2´ε
Nµ
,
so that C " X1{Z. Then we are in a position to apply Lemma 7.2 and after summing over n (recall
(7.1)) we obtain
S ! pµXN |f |qε
ÿ
c!Ξ1{2
ÿ
ρ|NN1
N1{2N3{21 c2
cc1ρ
c21ρµ
2Ξ´1{2
´
X1X2X3Z
pr, c1q
c
1{2
1
` pc1, fq1{2pZ3c22c7{41 ` Z5{2X1{21 pc2c1q3{2 ` Z2pX2X3q1{2c2c5{41 ` ZX1pX2X3q1{2c1{21 qpc1q1{4˝
¯
! pµXN |f |qε
ÿ
c!Ξ1{2
N1{2N3{21 µ
2Ξ´1{2
´
X1X2X3Z
pr, c1qc1{22
c1{2
` pc1, fq1{2
´
Z3c
1{4
2 c
7{4 ` Z5{2X1{21 c3{2 ` Z2pX2X3q1{2c5{4 ` ZX1pX2X3q1{2c1{2
¯
pc1q1{4˝
¯
.
Using Rankin’s trick, it is not hard to see that for α ą ´1, 0 ď β ď 3{4 we haveÿ
cďC
cαc1{4
˝
pc,M8qβ ď
ÿ
c
cαc1{4
˝
pc,M8qβ
´C
c
¯α`1`ε
! Cα`1`ε
ź
p|M
8ÿ
k“0
1
pkp1`ε´βq´
1
2
r k
2
s ! C
α`1pCMqε.
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Using this for the last line of the previous bound for S , we can execute the sum over c (recall
|r|X1X2X3 “ X , X1 ě X2 ě X3 and (8.1), so that X2X3 ! pX{|r|q2{3) getting
S ! pµ|f |NXqεZN2µ2
´X{|r|
Ξ1{4
` Z2Ξ7{8 ` Z3{2X1{21 Ξ3{4 ` Z
´X
|r|
¯1{3
Ξ5{8 ` X
1{2
1 X
1{2
|r|1{2 Ξ
1{4
¯
! pµ|f |NXqεZN2µ2
´
Z2pX ` |f |q23{24 ` Z3{2X1{21 pX ` |f |q3{4
¯
.
Combining this with (8.2) (multiplying the fourth root of (8.2) with the second term of the previous
display raised to the power 3{4), we obtain
S ! pµZ|f |NXqεp1` |f |{Xq5{48Z3N2µ2pX ` |f |q23{24.
This holds under the assumption (8.3). If (8.3) does not hold, we apply (8.2) alone getting
S ! N5{2µ3{2 pN, rq|r|
´
Z
´
1` |f |
X
¯
` µ
¯2
pX{Zq3{4pµZ|f |NXqε.
Combining the two previous bounds completes the proof.
8.2. Proof of Theorem 2.6. We denote by T the left hand side of the claimed inequality. We write
m1 “ dm3, m2 “ dm4 with pm3,m4q “ 1. Note that pD,m3m4q “ 1 since m1,m2 are squarefree.
We write N “ N1N2 where N2 “ pN, pm3m4q8q and N1 “ N{N2. Using again the squarefreeness
of m1,m2, we have
T “
ÿ
k1,k2—Ξ
k1”f pmod dq
m4pk1´fq“m3pk2´fq
λpk1qλpk2qg
´k2 ´ f
m4d
¯
“ 1
d
ÿ
ν pmod dq
ÿ
k1,k2—Ξ
m4pk1´fq“m3pk2´fq
e
´pk1 ´ fqν
d
¯
λpk1qλpk2qg
´k2 ´ f
m4d
¯
.
We insert a redundant function g˜pk1q where g˜ has support on 12Ξ ď k1 ď 3Ξ and satisfies g˜pk1q “ 1
for Ξ ď k1 ď 2Ξ and g˜pνq !ν Ξ´ν for all ν P N0.
We detect the conditionm4pk1´fq “ m3pk2´fq by Jutila’s circle method, see e.g. [Bl, Proposition
3.1]. Let P “ |f |XMZNµ, and let Q “ PA for some (fixed but) large A be a gigantic parameter,
ω a smooth non-negative function with support in rQ, 2Qs satisfying ωpνq ! Q´ν , ωpqq “ 1 on
r4Q{3, 5Q{3s and let Q be the set of moduli q P rQ, 2Qs which are divisible by F :“ rN1, D2s and
coprime to m3m4. Note that this is possible, since pDN1,m3m4q “ 1. We define
Λ “
ÿ
qPQ
ωpqqφpqq “ pNMqop1qQ2{F
and δ “ 1{Q. Then T “ T1 `OpPOp1qQ´1{2q, cf. e.g. [Bl, (4.3)], where
T1 “ 1
2δΛ
ÿ
qPQ
ωpqq
ÿ˚
a pmod qq
ż δ
´δ
1
d
ÿ
ν pmod dq
ÿ
k1,k2
e
´pk1 ´ fqν
d
¯
e
´
pm4pk1 ´ fq ´m3pk2 ´ fqq
´a
q
` η
¯¯
λpk1qλpk2qg˜pk1qg
´k2 ´ f
m4d
¯
dη.
We have epnηq “ 1 ` Op|n|δq “ 1 ` Op|n|{Qq for n P R. Since Q is very large, we can remove the
η-integral entirely up to a negligible error and approximate T1 by
T2 “ 1
Λ
ÿ
qPQ
ωpqq
ÿ˚
a pmod qq
1
d
ÿ
ν pmod dq
e
´´fν
d
` pm3 ´m4qfa
q
¯
ÿ
k1
e
´k1ν
d
` m4k1a
q
¯
λpk1qg˜pk1q
ÿ
k2
e
´´m3k2a
q
¯
g
´k2 ´ f
m4d
¯
.
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We change variables ν ÞÑ νm4a (note that pm4a, dq “ 1 and recall that d | q) getting
T2 “ 1
Λ
ÿ
qPQ
ωpqq
ÿ˚
a pmod qq
1
d
ÿ
ν pmod dq
e
´pm3 ´m4p1` νq{dqqfa
q
¯
ÿ
k1
e
´m4k1ap1` νq{dq
q
¯
λpk1qg˜pk1q
ÿ
k2
e
´´m3k2a
q
¯
hf,m4dpk2q
where hf,m4dpk2q “ gppk2 ´ fq{pm4dqq. Note that hf,m4d is supported on rΞ, 2Ξs and satisfies
(8.4) h
pνq
f,m4d
!ν
´ Z
MX
¯ν
“
´ ZΞ
MX
¯ν
Ξ´ν
for all ν P N0. Next we apply Voronoi summation (Lemma 7.4) in both the k1 and the k2 sum; note
that p1 ` νq{d, qq “ 1 since d2 | D2 | q, and we recall that N “ N1N2 with N1 | q, pN2, qq “ 1, so
that the remark after Lemma 7.4 applies. We have
ÿ
k1
p...q “ κ
q
?
N2
ÿ
˘
ÿ
k1
λpk1qe
´
¯ k1N2m4ap1´ νq{dq
q
¯
G˜˘
´ k1
q2N2
¯
,
ÿ
k2
p...q “ κ
q
?
N2
ÿ
˘
ÿ
k2
λpk2qe
´
˘ k2N2m3a
q
¯
H˘f,m4d
´ k2
q2N2
¯
,
where G˜˘ and Hf,m4d are derived from g˜ and hf,m4d by (7.3) and κ P t˘1u depends only on φ. Here
we used that 1` νq{d ” 1´ νq{d (mod q). We now need to understand the exponential sum
1
d
ÿ
ν pmod dq
ÿ˚
a pmod qq
e
´ pm3 ´m4p1` νq{dqqfN2a
q
´ σ1 k1m4ap1 ´ νq{dq
q
` σ2 k2m3a
q
¯
for σ1, σ2 P t˘1u. Verbatim the same argument as in [P2, Lemma 3.1] (which is the case fN¯2 ”
´1 pmod qq) shows that this equals
S
`pm3 ´m4qfN2,m3m4pσ2m4k2 ´ σ1m3k1q, q˘δσ1m23k1”σ2m24k2 pmod Dq
for D2 | q. We obtain
T2 “ 1
N2Λ
ÿ
qPQ
ωpqq
q2
ÿ
σ1,σ2Pt˘1u
ÿ
σ1m
2
3
k1”σ2m24k2 pmod Dq
λpk1qλpk2q
S
`pm3 ´m4qfN2,m3m4pσ2m4k2 ´ σ1m3k1q, q˘G˜σ1´ k1
q2N2
¯
H
σ2
f,m4d
´ k2
q2N2
¯
.
By Lemma 7.5 we may truncate the k1, k2 sum at (recall (8.4))
k1 ď K1 :“ P εQ
2N2µ
2
Ξ
,
k2 ď K2 :“ P εQ2N2
´µ2
Ξ
` ΞZ
2
pMXq2
¯
! P εQ
2N2
Ξ
´
µ2 ` Z2
´
1` |f |
MX
¯2¯
.
By assumption we have m3 ­“ m4. By standard bounds for the Ramanujan sum, the contribution
of σ2m4k2 “ σ1m3k1 is easily seen to be OpPOp1qQ´1q (cf. [Bl, (4.3)] or [P2, p. 754]) and hence
negligible, so from now on we exclude these pairs pk1, k2q. Recalling the definition of Q and using
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a partition of unity for the k1, k2-sum, we are left with estimating
1
N2Λ
ÿ
σ1,σ2Pt˘1u
ÿ
ρ­“0
ÿ
σ1m
2
3
k1”σ2m24k2 pmod Dq
σ2m4k2´σ1m3k1“ρ
λpk1qλpk2qψ1
´ k1
K1
¯
ψ2
´ k1
K2
¯
ÿ
pq,m3m4q“1
F |q
ωpqq
q2
S
`pm3 ´m4qf,N2m3m4ρ, q˘G˜σ1´ k1
q2N2
¯
H
σ2
f,m4d
´ k2
q2N2
¯
with K1 ď K1, K2 ď K2 and smooth compactly supported functions ψ1, ψ2. Again by Lemma 7.5
we can separate variables by a Mellin inversion argument. Let
Ψ1pxq “ G˜˘pxqψ1
´xq2N2
K1
¯
“
ż
p0q
pΨ1psqx´s ds
2pii
,
Ψ2pxq “ H˘f,m4dpxqψ2
´xq2N2
K2
¯
“
ż
p0q
pΨ2psqx´s ds
2pii
,
so that
ψ1
´ k1
K1
¯
ψ2
´ k1
K2
¯
G˜σ1
´ k1
q2N2
¯
H
σ2
f,m4d
´ k2
q2N2
¯
“
ż
p0q
ż
p0q
pΨ1ps1qpΨ2ps2q pq2N2qs1`s2
ks11 k
s2
2
ds1 ds2
p2piiq2 .
Then Lemma 7.5 together with partial integration gives
pΨjpsq !A Ξ´1` 1pΞKj{q2N2q2ℑµ`ε
¯´
1` p1` |s|q
µp1`aΞKj{q2N2q
¯´A
, ℜs “ 0
for j “ 1, 2 and A ě 0 for the Mellin transforms. Estimating the Mellin integrals trivially, it will
suffice to bound
T3 “P εΞ2
2ź
j“1
”
µ
´´ ΞKj
Q2N2
¯1{2
`
´ ΞKj
Q2N2
¯´2ℑµ¯ı
sup
|tj |!W
1
N2Λ
ˇˇˇ ÿ
ρ­“0
αρ
ÿ
pc,m3m4q“1
ωpFcq
pFcq2 S
`pm3 ´m4qf,N2m3m4ρ, Fc˘c2ipt1`t2q ˇˇˇ
where
W “ P εµ
´
µ` Z
´
1` |f |
MX
¯¯
is an upper bound for µp1`aΞKj{q2N2q and
αρ “
ÿ
σ1m
2
3
k1”σ2m24k2 pmod Dq
K1ďk1ď2K1,K2ďk2ď2K2
σ2m4k2´σ1m3k1“ρ
λpk1qλpk2qk´it11 k´it22 .
We finally apply a smooth partition of unity to the ρ-sum, so that
|ρ| — R ! MpK1 `K2q
d
.
We can quickly estimate the 2-norm of α:
}α}2 “ 1
D
ÿ
u1,u2 pmod Dq
ż 1
0
ÿ
k1,k3—K1
ÿ
k2,k4—K2
λpk1qλpk2qλpk3qλpk4q
´k3
k1
¯it1´k4
k2
¯it2
e
´pσ1m23k1 ´ σ2m24k2qu1
D
` pσ1m
2
3k3 ´ σ2m24k4qu2
D
¯
e
`pσ2m4k2 ´ σ1m3k1 ´ σ2m4k3 ` σ1m3k4qβ˘dβ.
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By a uniform Wilton bound [HM, Proposition 4 & 5] and partial summation we have
}α}2 ! P εW 4N4µ8K1K2.
This is now in good shape for an application of Theorem 2.4 with
pr, s, n,m,M,C, Zq Ð pN2m3m4, F, pm3 ´m4qf, ρ, R,Q{F,W 1q
where
W 1 “ P ε
´
µ` Z
´
1` |f |
MX
¯¯´
µ` Z1{2
´
1` |f |
MX
¯1{2¯
ěW
which ensures
X “ pMnq
1{2
s
?
rC
“ pR|pm3 ´m4qf |q
1{2
pN2m3m4q1{2Q !
p|f |pK1 `K2qq1{2
N
1{2
2 Q
! |f |
1{2
Ξ1{2
´
µ` Z
´
1` |f |
MX
¯¯
!
´
1` |f |
MX
¯1{2
Z1{2
´
µ` Z
´
1` |f |
MX
¯¯
!W 1
as required for the application of Theorem 2.4. It is now a matter of book-keeping. We obtain
T3 !P εΞ2µ2
2ź
j“1
´´ ΞKj
Q2N2
¯1{2
`
´ ΞKj
Q2N2
¯´2ℑµ¯W 2N2µ4pK1K2q1{2
N2ΛFQ
W 1
´
W 1pFRq1{2 ` pW
1q2FN1{22 M
d
` R
1{4ppm3 ´m4qf,N2Fm3m4q1{4pW 1Qq1{2
N
1{4
2 pM{dq1{2
` pW
1q3{2ppm3 ´m4qf,N2Fm3m4q1{4pQF q1{2N1{42 pM{dq1{2
R1{4
¯
.
Only the first and the third in the last parenthesis end up with a non-negative power of Q. These
terms are clearly increasing in K1,K2 and R, so we obtain (up to a negligible error)
T3 !P εΞ2µ2WW
2N2µ4W
ΞQ
W 1
´
W 1
F 1{2M1{2QN1{22 W {µ
pΞdq1{2
` M
1{4Q1{2N1{42 pW {µq1{2ppm3 ´m4qf,N2Fm3m4q1{4pW 1Qq1{2
pΞdq1{4N1{42 pM{dq1{2
¯
!P εΞ1{2µ5W 5pW 1q2N2F
1{2M1{2N1{22
d1{2
` P εΞ3{4µ11{2W 9{2pW 1q3{2N2 ppm3 ´m4qf,N2Fm3m4q
1{4
pM{dq1{4
!P εµ11{2W 5pW 1q2N5{2
´ pMX ` |f |q1{2M1{2D
d1{2
` pMX ` |f |q
3{4D1{4pf,Dm3m4q1{4
M1{4
¯
,
where we used
ppm3 ´m4qf,N2Fm3m4q ď N
d
ppm1 ´m2qf,D2m3m4q “ ND
d
´ pm1 ´m2q
pm1 ´m2, d8qf,Dm3m4
¯
“ ND
d
pf,Dm3m4q.
This completes the proof.
8.3. A bilinear estimate. A Cauchy-Schwarz argument yields the following estimate for certain
bilinear forms, an analogue of [P2, Theorem 1.2].
Proposition 8.1. LetM,X,Z ě 1, f P Zzt0u, σ P t˘1u. Let αm, βn be bounded sequences supported
on rM, 2M s, rX, 2Xs respectively. Suppose that αmβn vanishes unless m is squarefree and σmn` f
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is in some dyadic interval rΞ, 2Ξs with MX{Z ! Ξ !MX ` |f |. Then
B :“
ÿ
m
ÿ
n
αmβnλpσmn ` fq
! pNµMX |f |qεµ23{4
´
µ` Z
´
1` |f |
MX
¯¯4
N5{4`
XpMX ` |f |q `XpMX ` |f |q1{2M5{2 `XpMX ` |f |q3{4M7{4˘1{2.
Proof. By Cauchy-Schwarz we have
|B|2 ! }β}2
ÿ
n
gpnq
ˇˇˇÿ
m
αmλpσmn ` fq
ˇˇˇ2
! X
ÿ
m1,m2
αm1αm2
ÿ
n
gpnqλpσm1n` fqλpσm2n` fq
for a suitable non-negative function g with support in rX, 2Xs satisfying gpνq !ν pX{Zq´ν and such
that σmn` f P rΞ, 2Ξs whenever αmgpnq ­“ 0. The diagonal term m1 “ m2 contributes at most
! pNµMX |f |qεXpMX ` |f |q.
We define d,D,m3,m4 as in Theorem 2.6 and estimate the remaining portion m1 ­“ m2, say D ,
using the bound of Theorem 2.6. In this way we obtain
D !ΨX
ÿ
d!M
ÿ
d|D|d8
D!M
ÿ
m3,m4!M{d
pm3,m4q“1,m3 ­“m4
pm3´m4,d8q“D{d
´pMX ` |f |q1{2M1{2D
d1{2
` pMX ` |f |q
3{4D1{4pf,Dm3m4q1{4
M1{4
¯
.
where
Ψ “ p|f |NµMXqεµ23{2
´
µ` Z
´
1` |f |
MX
¯¯8
N5{2.
The first term is at most
! ΨX
ÿ
d!M
ÿ
d|D|d8
D!M
pMX ` |f |q1{2M1{2D
d1{2
M2
dD
! ΨXpMX ` |f |q1{2M5{2.
For the second term we write D1 “ D{d and observeÿ
m3,m4!M{d
m3 ­“m4
m3”m4 pmod D1q
pf,m3m4q1{4 ď
ÿ
g1,g2|f
pg1g2q1{4
ÿ
m1
3
!M{dg1,m14!M{dg2
g1m
1
3
­“g2m14
g1m
1
3
”g2m14 pmod D1q
1.
We can assume without loss of generality D1 ! M{d, otherwise the sum is empty. We can also
assume without loss of generality g2 ě g1. We necessarily have pg1,D
1q
pg1,D1,g2q | m14 and the congruence
determines m13 modulo D
1{pg1, D1q. We can therefore bound the previous display byÿ
g1,g2|f
g2ěg1
pg1g2q1{4Mpg1, g2, D
1q
dg2pg1, D1q
´Mpg1, D1q
dg1D1
` 1
¯
!
ÿ
g1,g2|f
g2ěg1
pg1g2q1{4 M
dg2
M
dD1
! |f |
εM2
dD
.
Thus the second term is bounded by
!ΨX
ÿ
d!M
ÿ
d|D|d8
D!M
pMX ` |f |q3{4D1{4pf,Dq1{4
M1{4
M2
dD
! ΨXpMX ` |f |q3{4M7{4.
Combining the previous estimates completes the proof.
Remark: For |f | ! MX this is of the same quality as [P2, Theorem 1.2]. However, we only
claim it for squarefree m, and we do not know how to generalize this to non-squarefree m, as the
argument in [P2, Section 6] uses Deligne’s bound in a serious way. Luckily our application only
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requires squarefree m. Noting that the trivial bound is B ! pNµMX |f |qεpMX ` |f |q, we can drop
the middle term, and the bound of the lemma can be slightly weakened and simplified as
B ! pNµMX |f |qεµ10Z4N2`1` |f |
MX
¯5´
M1{2X `M5{4X7{8˘.
Up to unimportant factors of µ,N,Z, 1` |f |{MX , this is slightly stronger than [P2, (1.11)].
Corollary 8.2. Let M1,M2, X, Z ě 1, f P Zzt0u, σ P t˘1u. Let αm, βn be bounded sequences and
suppose that αm is supported only on squarefree integers. Let g be a function with support in rX, 2Xs
and gpνq !ν pX{Zq´ν for all ν P N0. Suppose that gpxq vanishes unless σx ` f is in some dyadic
interval rΞ, 2Ξs with X{Z ! Ξ ! X ` |f |. Thenÿ
M1ďmďM2
ÿ
n
αmβngpmnqλpσmn` fq ! pNµX |f |qεµ10Z5N2
´
1` |f |
X
¯5´
M
´1{2
1 X `M3{82 X7{8
¯
.
This is the analogue of [P2, Corollary 1.3] and follows from Proposition 8.1 simply by separating
variables via
gpnmq “
ż
p0q
pgpsqpnmq´s ds
2pii
and estimating the integral over s trivially (which costs a factor Z).
9. The endgame
Verbatim the same as in [P2, Section 9], based on Vaughan’s identities and Theorem 2.5, Corollary
7.7 and Corollary 8.2 (which is only applied for squarefree m) we obtain
Proposition 9.1. Let X,Z ą 1, f P Zzt0u, σ P t˘1u, g a smooth function with support in rX, 2Xs
such that gpνq ! pX{Zq´ν. Suppose that gpxq vanishes unless σx ` f is in some dyadic interval
rΞ, 2Ξs with X{Z ! Ξ ! X ` |f |. Then there exist B, δ ą 0 such thatÿ
n
gpnqΛpnqλpσn` fq ! pµNZp1` |f |{XqqBX1´δ.
In order to obtain Theorem 1.3, we use (7.1) in the formÿ
N1ănďN2
|λpnq| ! N1{2`ε2 pN2 ´N1q1{2
We estimate the portion n ď X1´δ0 trivially, and for the rest we apply a smooth dyadic partition of
unity where each constituent has support on some interval rΞ, 2Ξs and is 1 on rΞp1`1{Zq, 2p1´1{ZqΞs
for some very small power Z of X .
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